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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 1, 1902

AT SANTA
Visitors Take

FE.

Capital City by

Storm.
A

FINE

GAME

OF

BASE

BALL.

stitute was kept in a clean, orderly
condition by its superintendent,' H. O.
Bursum, and others well, every point
of interest was visited and the sightseers were all well pleased.
At 3 o'clock the game of base ball
between Twitchell's Tigers of Las Vegas and Martjn's Santa Fe Centrals
was called on the St.. Michael, college
diamond.
After the game, which was tHorough-lexciting, the crowd wended its way
back to the plaza, and to the hotels
"
'
'
,
and restaurants.
J ..
On reaching the plaza,' Capt. Town-- '
send. In charge of the Claire hotel bar,
noticing a dryness among the visitors
threw open the doors of the bar, aad
quenched the thirst of many of the
visitors.
At 8:40 o'clock the. Albuquerque excursion train pulled out of the Santa
Fe depot on the homeward Journey, ar.
riving here at 12 o'clock midnight.
Although the trip is not a very pleasant one to be made In one day, still the
visitors were royally entertained at
the capital and praises on all sides are
heard about Santa Fe and her good
people.
The territorial fair bill posters, H. 8
Knight and the secretary, P. F.
took along a big batch of fair
posters and literature, and they were;
judicious! distributed all over the cap
ital, while the little paste board card
announcing "Come and bring the Ba
bies," put the whole population of Santa Fe thinking about the approaching
fair.

IT IS LABOR
The

Origin

DAY

and History ot the
Day.

SAN FRANCISCO HAS CELEBRATION

Day in San'Franelsco was celebrated
by the labor unions, which gave a public demonstration of their strength by

AGAIN

parading through the business section
of the city 30,000 strong. Commissioner of Public Works Michael Casey was Mount
the grand marshal and in company
with the city officials and other invited
guests reviewed the parade from a
stand in Van Ness avenue. Following
the parade literary exercises were
held with addresses by prominent ASHORE

Peiee

More Villages.
AT

PORT

speaker.

"

a ' storage reservoir near Bluewater,
and has half a dozen men at work. Noticing a storm approaching, preceded
by vivid lightning, four of the men
rushed to the tent to escape the apTwo proaching rain. They bad just got In- Rapidly
side of the tent, when a bolt of lightning struck one man and he fell over
dead. The other men were knocked
e
senseless and It was several hour
they revived.

OLYMPIADS BUSY

ACTIVE
Destroyed

237

NUMBER

tits Array

Destroy!

:

Comralcto

TELEGRAPH WIRES AK3 CABLES CUT

ELIZABETH.

LIQUOR

FOR INDIANS.

,

Twitchell's Tigers Defeated

by Ma-

rtin's Centrals.
EVERYBODY

PLEASED

WITH

THE TRIP.

The excursion to Santa Fe yesterday
was a blooming success, and with the
xcurslonists from this city, joined by
those from Las Vegas, it Is safe to say
that nearly 1,500 visitors spent the
Sabbath In the territorial capital.
Although the train did not pull away
from the depot until nearly 8 o'clock
a. m., as early at 5:30 people began to
flock to the depot, and by 6:30, the
time first advertised for it to have
started, every seat in the six passenger coaches was taken and standing
rcom was at a premium.
There were half a hundred and more
passengers on the platform, who had
not ventured on to the train, and seeing these eager excursionists and desiring that no one should be disappointed, Agent Meyers called Into requisition two baggage coaches and
they were likewise soon filled with
passengers.
So when the excursion train pulled
cut for Santa Fe, under the management of Conductor Scudder, there
were at least 695 guests destined for
the territorial capital.
The trip from the metropolis through
the rich Rio Grande valley was made
without any" hitch and before reaching Laroy Junction only one stop wa&
made that at Cerrlllos, to allow thc
big Iron horse to "take a drink" of wa-

ter.

When the Albuquerque train came
to a stop at Lamy, the smoke from the
engine pulling the Las Vegas excursionists was seen Just over a near-bhilltop along the crooked branch line,
and
their yelling, reverberating
through the stunted pines, reached the
ears of the Albuquerque excursionists,
telling the latter In mute woifls to
"come on, we are just ahead of you."
Reaching the capital city depot a
rush was made for the conveyances in
waiting and the few lucky ones were
soon on the plaza, but several hundred had to content themselves with a
promenade from the depot up town
through dusty streets and crooked byways.
It was then a little after 11 o'clock,
and those so fortunate and considerate
as to carry lunch baskets settled down
to a picnic In the beautiful plaza park
while others, more than a majority of
the excursionists, scrambled for some
thing to eat at the several hotels and
restaurants. The long waits and poor
service clearly demonstrated that the
culinary caterers of the Capital city
did not bargain for such a large crowd,
hence they had a hard time to feed the
excursionists, and some really went
.
away hungry.
The Elks on tha two excursion trains
fered better than the others, for the
local herds kept "open house,' and pi
loted the visiting; antlers up stairs to
pvtral well annclnted rooms, where
tandwiches of all kinds were washed
down with lemonades, soda pops, and
well, several tvands of the foaming
beverage. This was a great treat, for
Santa Fe Is a place where the Sunday
l&w Is observed, and. of course, the
F.Iks are a class of good natuied peo
rle who once In awhile, and especially
awav from home, like a little
stimulant here and there.
The dinner hour having passed
squads of excursionists were seen wen
ding their way In various directions
throughout the ancient capital, and
the interesting l'laces were not overlooked. Some v.tited the huge stone
cathedral, anil others, took in the San
Miguel Catholic church, said according
(o tradition, to have been constructed
early in the fifteenth century, and
there gazed upon two famous paintings
of the annunciations of the Rlesged
Virgin by Giovanl Cimabue in Florence Italy, in 1287. They also saw at
this old church the bell of St. Joseph,
moulded in Spa'n in 1356 long before
the old world knew there was such a
country as America. Members of the
St Michael's college faculty officiated
as guides for visitors and explained
and yesterday
the historical points,
exception to the rule
no
was
tlere
party,
The Citizen representative and
are under
who visited the old church
obligations to Brother Rotulph. princi- s
courte-eiepal of St. Michael's college, for
extended.
and
Others visited the penitentiary could
saw the convicts at worship, and
In
not help but notice that this penal
y

'

At Sioux City.
Sioux City, Iowa, Sept. 1. Never lie-fore has Labor Day been observed with
Sioux City.
greater enthusiasm. Fully 10,000 uniformed marcher were in the parade,
which was the jpiost imposing in the
CELEBRATIONS IN THE CHIEF CITIES.
An interesting
history of the .tity.
Droeram followed at Riverside, and
Washington, D. C, Sept. 1. The cel athletic event of at! descriptions were
included Mayor
ebration" of Ialior Day this year pos- given, tne speakers
Conaway,
Caldwell,
F.
R.
of Des
sesses more than ordinary significance
to the ranks of the organized toilers as Moines, and M. J. Sweeley, member of
legislature.
it Is just twenty years ago since the the state
begun.
The United
observance was
At Youngetown.
States is the only country in the world
Youngstown, Ohio, Sept. 1. The
which has set aside a legal holluay de- largest Labor Day parade seen here in
voted to celebrations by the wage earn- many year occupied the early hour
ers. Labor Day is now almost a nation- this morning. A picnic and outing at
al holiday, the laws of nearly every the fair ground followed.
state and territory of the union recog
At Des Moines.
nizing it.
Des Moines, Iowa, Sept. 1. Labor
The origin of Labor Dav is found in
an agitation begun in the city of New Day was observed as a holiday here,
York in 1882. All the great labor or- all the big stores and factories shut
ganizations of the country participated ting down to allow their employes to
The
In the effort to secure this recognition participate In the festivities.
of labor's cause, the initiative In the morning was given up to a parade of
A GREAT GAME.
movement being taken by P. J. Ma- - unusual size. Following the parade
Although the Tiger Were Defeated, gulre, the national secretary of the there were races and athletic contests
'
Journeymen carpenters. But it was not at the fair grounds, together with adthe Victors Had a Fight on
until five years later that the effort dresses by several public men.
Their Hands.
"I tell you, old boy," said Walter bore fruits in legislation. Then It was
"
Richmond Observe the Day.
Benjamin, of Las Vegas, to an Albu- that the far western state of Oregon
Richmond,
Va , Sept. 1. Labor Day
querque visitor, "that's base ball play-- wTHch passed a law setting aside the was
celebrated Sere by a parade of
Ing and those young lobsters can play first Saturday in June for this observ
workingmen estimated at from 5,000
as good ball. If not better, than we did ance. This law was passed February
was the best appointed
to 8,000.
before we were afflicted with Charley 21, 1887. Six years later to the day procession' Itever seen
here on Labor
horse arms and rheumatic aches, and this law was amended, and the present Day. The
were
lined with instreets
In
Septemoet,
Monday
first
while old man Twitch, with his Tigers date, the
spectators.
applauding
and
terested
wag
selected. New Jersey was toe secwent down In defeat I am pleased that
the game was a hard fought on and ond state to legalize this holiday, an
St Paul's Celebration.
act being passed in the legislature of St. Paul, Mlnn. Sept. 1. Labor Day
the defeat was not Ignominious."
8,
April
fol
who,
1887.
Bpoke
New York
an old ball tosser,
that state
Thus
was celebrated here on a more exten
years ago, helped Las Vegas to try to lowed In May of the same year. Colo- sive scale than ever before. A large
followed in parade passed through the .business
win a game now and then from the old rado and Massachusetts
line the same year, but It was not until streets this morning. A new- - feature
Browns and Maroons of this city.
Score, 3 to 1 in favor of Santa Fe after 1890 that the other states took was the participation of many women,
Centrals, and it was a pitcher's battle, similar action. Ohio passed a Labor members of the garment worker, wait
with Rhodes doing the twirling for the Day law April 28, 1890. Illinois passed resses and servant girls' unions. Fol
Tigers and Fettus, of the Antonito, Its law June 17, 1891; Indiana March 9, lowing the parade the wage earners
Colo., club, officiating In the box for 1891; and Minnesota, April 18, 1893. adjourned to Harriet park for a basket
the Centrals.- Moran caught Rhodes, West Virginia and North Carolina did picnic."
and one of Albuquerque's favorites, not legalize Labor Day until 1899.
Roy McDonald, received
for Fettus.
Recognition of the rights and digAt Pittsburg.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 1. Pittsburg
These four players put up gilt edged nity of labor this is the spirit which
ball In their respective positions, and moves in the event. It began In a pa- was given over to the "sturdy sons of
their fine playing elicited the generous rade, and Is usually so celebrated. In toil" today, who paraded the street
applause from the 1,500 spectator 1882 a great labor demonstration was many thousand strong in celebration of
present.
held in New York. The Central Lalor Labor Day. The Interest, owing to the
It would be doing the aggregation an union of that city, consisting of numer- miners' strike, was never greater than
Injustice to single out the individual ous affiliated labor organizations, ar- this year, and in the procession were
playing of the in and outfield player ranged a great parade. Thousands of workmen from every organized trade,
for this and that play, and for that men were in line with floats, banners, The marchers were greeted with enreason The Citizen's base ball fan can transparancles, badges and carriages. thusiasm all along the line.
say with perfect confidence that no It chanced that the Knights of Labor
Celebration at Indianapolis.
contradiction will be made that, bar were holding their convention in that
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 1. Indian
ring several errors on both sides, the city at the same time, and they were
game was clean-cu- t
and brilliantly invited to witness tne turnout from a poll s labor unions rounded out an
played througilout the nine Innings.
Union Square. This was September 5, even dozen of Labor Day celebrations
Some of the players struck the ball 1882. The invitation was accepted and today, the first observance of the day
in good fashion, but none of the hit the occasion was a great success. The in this city having been held twelve
landed beyond the fielders except the parade from that time was referred to years ago. There were 5,0'W persons
in the parade, including several nun
three-basdrive of Bert Vorhes crack- as the "Labor Day parade."
The molders had the
ed out in the first Inning.
Remembering the success of tie pre- dred women.
The umpires were Harman Wyn vious year the New York labor oigani-zation- s place of honor. After the parade thou
koop, of Albuquerque, and Al. Morrlturned out again In 1S83, only sands of people boarded street cars for
son, of Santa Fe, and they performed the date was changed to the first Mon the state fair grounds, where the extheir duties to the entire satisfaction day in September. In 1884, when the ercises of the day took place. These
of both teams. .
Central Labor union met to discuss a consisted of automobile races, a baby
It is understood that the two teams third performance, George U. Lloyd, a show and athletic contests of various
will meet again next Sunday afternoon Knight of Labor, arose and offered a kinds.
at Las Vegas.
resolution that the first Monday in Sep
At the Capital.
tember be declared Labor Day. This
Sept. 1. Labor
Washington, D.
FATAL WRECK.
was adopted and steps were at once Day was extensively Cobserved In Washtaken to secure enactment by the state
Colored legislature making it legal holiday. A ington today. Government departments
Conductor and Twenty-fivand most of the business places were
People Were Killed.
bill was Introduced In the legislature
closed and the labor organizations held
Washington, Sept. 1. Officials of the the first one for this purpose but it picnics and excursions in various diSouthern Railway in this city have did not receive favorable consideration rections out of the city.
received a telegram adviBing them of a until 1887, 1y which time two other
wreck at 9:20 o'clock this morning on states had passed such a law.
At Toledo.
Labor organizations in other states
the Southern road at Berry, Ala., about
Toledo, Ohio, Sept. 1 Labor Day
sixty-fivmiles west of Birmingham made common cause with the Centra! was observed here with a parade, folTrainmaster 11. N. Dudley and about Lalor union and the movement became lowed by speeches and general festivitwenty-fivwere general among lalior unionists to get ties at the local parks and pleasure recolored passengers
killed. The engineer and fireman were state legislatures to take action. In sorts. More than half a hundred unbadly scalded and about twenty five less than five years a majority of the ions were represented in the line of the
passengers Injured. The engine was states had fallen into line, and by 19m) parade, and it is estimated that there
derailed and six coaches overturned. nearly all the states had declared the were 5,oit marchers.
The ca'.ise of the derailment is not first Monday in September a legal holi
At Knoxviile.
day. In addition to making a display
known here.
Knoxville, Teun., Sept. 1. Five thouof numbers by its annual parade, union
A General Denial.
labor Intends this day for diueussion sand workingmen marched through the
St. Paul, Sept. 1. The answer of and public meetings.
Its purpose is streets today. The celebration of the
day was held at Fountain City, where
the Northern Securities company and said to be largely educational.
an oration was delivered by J. y.
President J. J. Hill in the suit in the
year's
observance
for
this
In Its call
United States court to prevent the the executive council of the American Howe, president of the district organiconsolidation of the Northern Paelfla Federation of Lalior recommends to all zation of the United Mine Workers.
and Great Northern railways, was fllod organized workers in national, state, Mine workers from many of the unions
in this city this afternoon. It is a gen- central and local unions "that they of cast Tennesee took part in the demeral denial of the complaint.
concentrate their' attention to a discus- onstration.
sion of the al.olition of injunctions in
Contribution in Flag.
Watte r6on' Regret.
labor disputes and the passage of resoChicago, III.. Sept. 1. .More than
O'Reilly,
of
assothe
fair
President
conof
demanding
hands
at the
half the usual business of Chicago Is
ciation, received a letter from Henry lutions
gress and the legislatures of their retoday in honor of Labor
a
at
Watterson, the famous Kentucky edi- spective
states the enactment of laws Day. standstill
The plants of nearly every industor, regretting his inability to accept conforming
purpose."
to
that
try represented in over 3" local labor
the invitation to attend the fair.
At San Francisco.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 1. Labor
(Continued on page five.)
Subscribe for The Citizen.

Greater Enthusiasm Than

Ever at

,

'

e

e

e

e

The Panther Creek Valley Was Quiet Barney Groo and Andrew Casna are
Under Arrest.
Barney Groso, who live near Gallup,
Today,
was this afternoon given a hearing e
United State Commissioner Whiting on the charge of selling liquor to
CASHIER PALMER DROPPED DEAD.
Indians. He was bound over to the
grand Jury.
Andrew Casna, also from near GalCastries, Island of St. Lucia, British
West Indies, Sept. 1. The British lup, will be given a hearing at 10
steamer Korona arrived here yesterday o'clock tomorrow morning on the same
evening from Fort de France, Island of charge. 1'e is under $500 bond. Eight
Martinique.
She reports a terrible Indians are here as witnesses under
eruption of Mont Pelee occurred at 9 charge of Major G. W. Hazlett. Thomas
o'clock Saturday night and people who McConkey, who Is under $300 bond on
arrived at Fort de France from .the the same charge, has sold hi saloon
northern part of the Island reported and ha left without arranging to prothat the village of Morne Rouge, near tect his bondsmen.
the district previously devasted, has
ST. VINCENT OPENS.?
been entirely destroyed, and that Le
Carbet, a village on the coast which
was destroyed at the time of the great Extensive Improvement will Greet the
Pupil Tomorrow.
eruption, had been swept by a tidal
Immaculate Conception school for
wave. About 200 person lost their
lives. A sloop from the Island of St. boys and girls will open tomorrow
Vincent, which reached here this morn morning for the winter session.
The new addition which 1 being
ing, reports that Mont Pelee' crater I
now quiet, but the detonation during built to the schools, is not quite ready
Saturday night were the loudest heard for occupancy and until it is 'finished,
up to that time and that the Inhabi- the classes will be heard in the old
building. The new addition is of brick
tants were terribly alarmed.
and will be a big improvement to the
schools. There will be three room on
Saw the Eruption.
Basse Terre, Island of Guadalupe, the ground floor. Two class room
French West Indies, Sunday, Aug. 31. and a library. On the aecond floor i
The French transatlantic company' located a spacious hall, In which will
steamer Salvador, which ha Just ar- be conducted the entertainments of
rived at Point a Pltre, report she left the institutions. A sufficient number
Fort de France, Island of Martinique, of windows furnishes ample light for
yesterday afternoon and passed Mont the students and give each room a
Pelee at 7 o'clock the same evening. cheerful appearance. The school rooms
The volcano wbb then tn violent erupt- of tho old part of the building have- union.'- On approaching the island of Lea dergone a thorough cleaning. The old
Salntes, it small Island off the south desks have been Varnished and the
extremity of Guadalupe, ashes were woodwork repaired. In fact, the whole
falling on the vessel. She arrived off building ha the appearance of being
Point a Pitre at 5 o'clock, but was una- new. The school is how able to ac
ble to enter the port until 10 o'clock at commodate 400 pupils. Heretofore the
Immaculate Conception school ha
night, owing to the obscurity.
been for boy only, but with the new
Improvements, both girl
and boys
VESSELS ARE ASHORE.
vlll be taken as students.
The educational branches of the
Great Los of Llf i Feared at Port
school have also been Increased until
Elizabeth,
Capo Town, Sept. 1. Eighteen ves- tne institution is most thorough. The
sels, mostly sailing craft, have been primary and grammar course are com
driven ashore in a gale at Port Eliza- plete, indeed. An excellent common
beth. Five of them were dashed to school education can be secured in the
com
pieces and all the member of their Intermediate grades. A two-yea- r
crews were lost. Two tug are also mercial course has also been added.
reported to have foundered and a score
Elocution and music, both vocal and
of lighters are ashore.
It is feared Instrumental, will be taught by efficient
teachers.
there will be great toss of life.
Sister Agnes de Sale and Maria
Dorothy, of Mt. St. Joseph, Clncin
QUIET IN THE VALLEY.
ntal, Ohio, have been ade'ed to the
Troop Were Not Needed at Panther faculty.
Creek Today.
Father Mandalarl has spared -- either
Tamaqua, Pa., Sept. 1. Quiet pre- time nor money In maklnn u:i ideal
vails today in tne Panther Creek val- educational institution of the
ley. The
men employed at late Conception school.
breakers No. 4 and No. 12 of the LeThe new additions have cost In the
high Coal & Navigation company re- neighborhood of $10,-0- .
For further
ported for work as usual. A platoon Information regarding the courses apof soldiers was sent to Summit HlTl as ply to the Sister Superior,
men, while
a guard for the
the governor's troop" patroled the valGEORGE SMITH, OF COLOR.
ley. Their services were not required,
however.
He Celebrate Hi Liberty from Jail by
,
Carving Hi Wife.
In An Ugly Mood.
George
Smith, the erstwhile dogWilkesbarre, Pa., Sept. 1. An extra
guard was placed at alt the collieries catcher. Is again in the county jail. He
was let out of the bastlle last Satur
of the Kingston Coal company at
today. The strikers have day, serving out a sentence for chicken
his liberty by
been in an angry mood since Saturday stealing, and celebrated
up
dearly
beloved
carve
his
trying
to
4
guards
No.
at
because one of the
a knife
mine is alleged to have made a remark wife. He shoved the blade ofher,
and
her body, Just to tickle
that he hoped the mines would keep into
of the
side
broad
planted
the
then
so
unUl
became
the strikers
closed
hungry they would have to eat their family hatchet across her head. When
got to flowing freely from
children. William Williams, the super the blood
neighbor sent for an
intendent of the mine, promised the several wounds, a
Deputy
Sheriff Jim Smith
officer
and
proven
that
strikers that if it can be
The officer arrested the
such a remark was made, he would dis responded.
"loving" husband, and placed him in
charge the guilty man at once.
the county jail. Tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock, he will have a prelimPalmer Dropped eOad.
Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, Sept. inary hearing before Justice Ilorchert
1.
W. H. Palmer, cashier of the First
MISS ALBRIGHT'S CONCERT.
National bank ol Houston, Texas, who
with his wife and family, were touring
California, suddenly dropped dead, sup- She Has Consented to Give One on
September 9.
posedly of heart disease.
Miss Albright uas yielded to the re
KILLED BY LIGHTNING.
quests of her many friends and has
consented to give a concert in Colombo
One Man Killed Outright and Three hall on September 9. Miss Albright's
Other Knocked Senseless.
voice has been carefully trained in
H. J. llaverkampf, the San Rafael Parts, where she has frequently ap
general merchant, was here last Satur peared before the public. Since her re
day purchusini? goods and supplies turn to her home here, her many
from the local wholesale merchants. friends have tried to induce her to give
Late in the afternoon he strolled into a recital and that she will do so will
The Citizen office, ap.d, in his conver- be gratifying news to the music lovers
sation, stated that the neighborhood of of Albuquerque.
been blessed with
San Uafad ha
Major Hazlett, of Fort Defiance
heavy rains the past week, 'tut that a
death occurred as a result of the who came in with some Indian wit
storms. Esquipula Romero is building nesses, will go on to Santa Fe tonight,

Nantucket

and Martha's

Vineyard

Were Isolated.

he-for-

-

'

'

non-unio- n

non-unio- n

HI6GINS0N

CAPTURED

BOSTON

HILL

Woods Hole, Mas., Sept. 1. The
United States cruiser Olympla dashed '
into this port this forenoon,, landed r
force and seised all telegraph, telephone and cable atation. thereby cut
ting off all communication with Mar
tha's Vineyard and Elizabeth Island.
Of course the seizure and the de
struction of telegraphic and cable facilities were figurative and It required
the decision of an umpire to make "
plalnwhether or not the point attempt.
ed by Admiral Htgglnson had been
won. A the landing was made, the
telegraph and telephone office were
entered by a sufficient force to have
destroyed the property, or at least the
Instruments, and at the same time a
boat crew had located the cables with
grappling hooks and held them a suf
ficient period 'to have allowed for the
cutting of them. There seemed to
have been no question that the move
had been entirely ' suoeeusful.
The
Olympla apeared, off this port suddenly
this morning and ' Immediately two
boats put off toward shore. One was a
launch and the other was a whale boat
and in them was a detachment under
Lieut. L. M. Everhardt. ' The launch
landed here while the wbala boat lay
off shore and at onee began grappling
for the cable. The men under Lieutenant Everhardt rushed to the office of
the Martha's Vineyard Telegraph company and then to the telephone station and carried out their orders to
make the seizure. Having accomplished this work they returned to their
launch, joined the whale boat and returned to their ship. This move cut
off the only communication with the
islands of Nantucket and ' Martha's
Vineyard, which are yery Important
observation stations.;
Bombardment and Capture.
Rock Island, R. I., Cept. 1. After a
bombardment of two hours and a quarter. Admiral Hlgglnson today captured
the signal and wireless telegraph stations on Boston Hill and is now holding the great Salt Pond harbor. The
signal corps abandoned the station and
escaped. The fleet under Admiral
is anchored off the breakwater.
Cut Another Cable.
Vineyard Haven, Mas,, Sept 1 The
United States cr'ulser Olympla has
landed a detachmc"'. pf m?u at Gay-hea- d
and the cable frcro that point to
Pasque island has bseu cut in connection with the war manouever.
-

.

Hlg-ginB-

Holds the Wire.
a.
Point Judith. R. I., Sept 1.-m. After a period of heavy firing at
Block Island communication between
the army signal station here and tho
Deacon Hill station, at. Block island
was cut off for a time,
At 10:45 communication was restored but the enemy was in possession ot
the wire. Word has been received
that the enemy has captured the signal
station and all but four men escaped.
The corps that has not escaped Included one officer and eight men.
-

11:15

.

A Sudden Death.
Passenger tram' No. 1, which arrived Saturday night; had on board Joseph Heilly. of Chicago. He came to
Albuquerque for his uealth and two
hours after he had finished the long
tedious trip from Chicago Gere, he
was dead. Rellly alighted from the
Th gotrain assisted by an attendant.
ing to a carriage the ' affected man
stumbled over the tongue of a baggage
truck and almost felL Two hours after
being driven to his rooms on East
Railroad avenue bis death was announced. Joseph RcUljr was a Knight
of Pythias and has a wife and three
small children at their Konre in Chicago.
He had on his person letters
to Dr. Tascher and P. F. McCanna.
A. Borders prepared the body for
shipment to its last resting place in

Chicago.

Canada's Exposition Open.
Toronto, Out.. Sept 1. Canada's
great industrial exhibition was formally opened today by Lord Dundonald.
who, pressing an electric button, started the machinery in the various big
Imildings.
Exhibitors are more numerous than ever before and include a
number ot Americans. . The exhibition
will continue two weeks.
v
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Dr. Nathan Boyd has remained In
Washington
this summer looking
after territorial interests. He is a
Publishers faithful friend of New Mexico.
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Editor
Thos. Hughes
W. T. McCrelght, Mgr. and City Editor
Published Daily and Weekly.
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For Delegate to Congress
This city la too busy to properly

The first great labor day parade In
this country was In Boston on July 4,
1788. The war of Independence had
been over for five years, but no general
government had been established.
The Las Vegas Optic insists that
The Citizen recently bodily appropri
ated a column article from that excellent paper without giving proper
credit. If this Is so, It was certainly
not Intentional. The Optic is so well
filled with paragraphs suitable for
copying that The Citizen draws heav
ily upon its columns, and If proper
credit has not been given In each Instance, the omission Is regretted.

The leaders In the last session of
congress were mostly men who have
served not only one but a number of
terms. Senator Hoar has served 23
years; Piatt and Hawley, 27 and 23
respectively; Aldrlch, 27; Gallinger,
15; Allison. 37; Frye and Hall. 33 and
31. In the house, Cannon and Hitt
have seen 14 and 10 terms respectively; Speaker Henderson, 10; Grosvenor,
8; Grow and Bingham, 10 and 12; Dal-rell,

B. 8, RODEY.

serve Labor

Cor. Gold Ave. and First St

Pharmany.

8.
ob-

Day.

Neckties are the next addition to the
long list of articles manufactured from
wood pulp.
Governor Otero Is true to hla friends

and he knows where they reside in

every county In New Mexico.

The San Marclal Bee demands gen
eroua treatment of the press of the
territory from the political committees.
"There never has been a man in our
history," says President Roosevelt
"who led a life of ease whose name is
worth remembering."
The strike situation In Pennsylvania
la growing steadily worse, as was perhaps to have been expected. Bloody
scenes may be expected this month In
the coal region of that state.
According to .the official report sub
mltted to the Canadian government the
Klondike as a gold country is playing
oat.' The yield has slumped from $24,'
000.000 last year to 114,000,000 this

year.

Bradstreet's says: "August closes
with jouuing business active, appar
ently at its height In the northern half
of the country, and the total volume of
the month's operations probabTy In ex
cesa of any similar period in recent
years."
Salt Lake, which for several years
has been slowly but steadily receding,
has, according to Director Murdock, of
the United States weather bureau, now
reached the lowest level recorded since
observations have leep taken by the
department.
The adoption of the primary system
nd tbe abolition of party conventions
in Mississippi have bad the curious
political effect of causing party platforms to disappear, and every candidate makes a platform of his own in
tbe speeches he delivers on the stump.
England has several million negroes
on Its hands as the result of its new
territorial possessions In South Africa,
and has awakened to the fact that it is
confronted by a new and serious race
problem. The "White Man's Burden"
gets larger all the time.

Ernest Meyers, pppellee, motion of
appellant to Vacate Judgment was
granted, and Judgment ordered to be
entered In accordance with the opinion, and thirty days granted to file motion for rehearing.
No. U67 The Territory of New Mexico vs. Matt. Coppentmrger, the motion
of the territory to overrule the motion
Tor rehearing herein, owing to the escape from Jail of the appellant, was
granted, appeal dismissed and Judgment of the lower court affirmed.
No. S3!) B. F. Lasswell. appellant,
vs. Ernest Kitt, appellee, (location of
mining land), the Judgment of the
lower court Is affirmed.
No. PIS Llndaurr Mercantile company, appellee, vs. John J. Boyd et al.,
appellants, (suit on promissory note),
the Judgment of the court below Is reversed and Judgment ordered to be entered In this court for appellants and
for their costs.
No. 131 John W. Gill, appellant, vs.
W. C. Wallls tt al., appellees, (action
involving real estate in Peming, Luna
county), the judgment of the lower
court is affirmed.
No. 923 Territory of New Mexico,
Grande E. Pratt, apappellant, vs.
pellee, (murder), appeal dismissed and
case remanded for further proceedings.
No. 92. Guadalupe Perea de Harrison et al., appellees, vs. Pedro Perea
et al., appellants, (appeal from Interlocutory order), appeal dismissed and
case remanded for further proceedings.
No. 026 Sussman Lewinson, plaintiff
in error, vs. First National Bank of
Albuquerque, defendant In error, suit
to recover the sura of 83,200.50; Judgment of the lower court reversed and
case remanded to be proceeded with
according to law.
No. 929 Territory of New Mexico
vs. Albert Sherron, appellant, (larceny
of cattle). Judgment of the lower court
reversed and cause remanded for new

vs.

Submarine divers have not yet suc
ceeded In reaching 200 feet below the
Burface, with all the advantage of armor, air supply and weight to Bink
them. The effort has been made to
reach a wreck In 240 feet of water.
The accounA state that at 130 feet the
diver began to experience serious
trouble. At 200 feet, after suffering
terribly, he lost consciousness and was
hauled up. Divers cannot work much
below 100 feet.
Governor Otero has Investigated the
charges made agalnBt Hon. Rafael
Romero, superintendent of schools of
Mora county, and has dismissed the
case. Mr. Romero is a democrat anu
one of the best citizens of the terri
tory, and we are pleased with the hand
some vindication he has received at
the hands of Governor Otero, who
thoroughly investigated the charges
and found them to be malicious and
without any solid foundation.
OCEAN CABLES.
In the half century since the practicability of submarine telegraphy was
demonstrated, the electric wires have
invaded every ocean except the Pacific. Nearly a score of wires have
been laid across the Atlantic, of which
no less than thirteen now successfully
operate between tbe United States and
Europe, while three others span the
comparatively short distance between
South America and the African and
south European coast lines. Through
out the Indian ocean lines connect the
far east with Europe and America via
the Red sea, the Mediterranean, the
western coast of Europe, and the great
c
lines. The Medlterra
nean la crossed and recrossed In Its en
tire length and breadth by numerous
cable lines, and the Gulf of Mexico and
the Caribbean Bea are traversed In all
directions by lines which bring Islands
and colonies into speaking relations
with each other and with South Amer
lea. Central America, the United States
and thence with Europe, Africa, Asia
the whole world. Along the eastern
coast of Asia cable lines loop from
port to port, and island to island, receiving messages overland from east
land
ern Europe via Russia-Siberialines and forwarding them to Japan,
China, Australia, New Zealand, the
Straits Settlements, Hong Kong, and
the Philippines and receiving others In
return. South America Is skirted with
cable lines along Its entire border save
the extreme south, where they are
by
Lrought into intercommunication
land lines. Along the entire coast of
Africa, cables loop from place to place
and from colony to colony, stretching
along the entire circumference and
penetrating the Interior by land lines
at various points.
trans-Atlanti-

n

Nearly every state and large city In

the country Is making some movement
to aid in stamping out of consumption.

Massachusetts has a well established
sanitarium at Rutland, in that state.
Vermont is considering a project of
the same kind. The New York legislature has made two appropriations,
aggregating tl5,uui, for the construction of a consumptives' sanitarium in
the Adirondack region. The New Jersey legislature baa voted $50,000 for a
similar purpose.

COLO DLST

trial.

No. 931 U. S. Stewart, appellant, vb.
Board of County commissioners of Ber
nalillo County, appellee, (suit upon tax
sale). Judgment of the lower court re
versed and cause remanded to be proceeded with according to law.
No. 939 Charles Heisch vs. J. L.
Bell & Co., appellants, (suit in nature
of replevin). Judgment of the lower
court affirmed.
No. 940 Cleofes Romero, appellee,
i. Fannie
Colman et al., appellants,
(foreclosure of mechanic's Hen), Judgment of the court below Is affirmed.
No. 941 'Victorian Padilla, appellant
vs. Juan Padilla et al., appellees, suit
for partition of sheep, Judgment of the
lower court reversed and caaje remanded with instructions to proceed In accordance with the views herein ex
pressed.
No. 947 John W. Rush et al., appel
lees, vs. Thomas J. Fletcher, appel
lant, suit as to title of two tracts of
land, Judgment of the lower court is
affirmed.
In the cases cited above, the court
granted thirty days' time within which
to file motions for rehearing.
An order was entered extending the
time to appear and take examination
as attorneys of this court until the fol
lowing term, January, 1903, to the following persons: J. T. Evans, W. R
Ewing, R. P. Wetmore, F. Williams
and H. B. Hamilton, Jr., each of Ros
well; V. E. Llndsey, of Portales; Isaac
Frederic, S. F. Mathews, and Joseph
Hall, each of Lincoln; and J. r. Car
penter and William Watson, each of
WhUe Oaks; together with other par
ties named, residents of other Judicial
districts within the territory. Copy of
this order Is directed to be sent to
each of the above named persons, and
should they not take advantage of this
extension now granted, then they will
be barred from practicing law In this
territory.
The court adjourned until the 6th
day of January, 1903.

Croup.
Usually begins with the symptons of
a common coia; mere is cuiuine,
sneezing, sore throat, hot skin, quick
pulse, hoarseness and impeded respiration, r.lve freauent small doses of
Ballard's Horehound Syrup, (the child
will cry for it) and at the first sign of
a croupy cough, apply frequently Bal
lard's Snow Liniment externally to the
throat. 60 cents at Cosmopolitan Phar
macy B. Ruppe. ,
o

twins do vouf work."

t

that contains

Hard-wat- er

f

GOLD DUSTDDST

is the best of cleansers. GOLD

softens the hardest water, cuts all
grease and grime and effectually rids
the house of dirt. It does more work
and better work than any other
cleaner. GOLD DUST is unequaled
for washing clothes and dishes.
Made only

Watch This Space!
Something Has

ty

THE N. K. FATRBANK COMPANY
Chicago,

New York,

Boetca,
SOAP.

St. Louil.

Kken ot FAIR"

e

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

Happened!

V. V. CLARK.
Mining and metallurgical engineer. 10
m.
est oola avenue,
.juciurque,
SpecialtiesReports, surveys and maps:
plans and reduction works; mines ana
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

OSTEOPATHY.
Dr. Conner.
Post crad-jntof Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Kirkvllle, Mo. Lung troua specialty.
ble and all chronic dlseast-Office. Whiting building, rooms a. ana
164.
23; Automatlo telephone,
e

s

DENTISTS
Edmund J. Alger,

D. D.

8.

306 Railroad avenue. Office hours.
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
5:00 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mail.

LAWYERS
Rodey
Albuquerque, N
M. Prompt attention given to all buslneee
e
pertaining to the profession. Will prao-tlcIn all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.

f ernard 8.

ATTORN

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

Ira M. Bond
42 F street, N.
ATTORN
W., Washington, P. C. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlata, letters pat
ent, trade marks, claims.

Mail
Orders
Promptly
Filled

Cosmopolitan

William D. Lee

Olfloe, room t
W ill practice la

ATTORNEY-AT-L.A-

Paper

N. T. Armtjo building.
all tbe courts of the territory.

u
None Higher

Patterns

R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National Ban bulldlnr

S

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

220

W. Clancy
rooms X and V
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M.

Frank

Leon B.Stern.proprietor

ATTORNEI-ni-LA-

E. W. Dobson
Office.

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

Com

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
John H. Stlngle,
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
Albuquerque. N. M.

PHYblCIANA

axxxicxcxxxocxxxxxxococxxx)

JlO'Rielly&Co.

b'. J. E.
Homeopathic

Bronson
Physician
Whiting Block.
Room 17,
We make the beet door and window
screens. They are lar superior to any
made In the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.

SHAMPOO....

THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds.
Kronclutis, Asthma, 1'neumonia,
ha Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe.
Hoarseness, bore 1 hroataod v hoop-inCough. Every bottle guaranteed

OF

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

J. H, (WELLY

N.

ALBUQUERQUE,

M.

&.

SANTA FE RAILWAY

& CO.

Prescription Druggists

County Normal Institute and Teachers'
Annual Examination.
Notice Is hereby given that In conformity with law. beginning on tee
last Friday in August, 1902, being the
29th day of said month, at the court
house In Albuquerque, N. M., will be
held, every morning, for two consecu
tive weeks, the county normal institute
and at the same time the teachers' examination every afternoon. Prof. John
Mueller will act as conductor and in
structor and lectures upon pertinent
subject will be also given by other
prominent educators of the territory,
Tbe attendance to the institute Is made
compulsory by law upon all desiring to
teach within the county.
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
School Superintendent Bernalillo Coun.
ty.

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market;

JOE RICHARDS

All

CIGARS

unrest,
$ffAM

"34 West Railroad

Avenue.

end sail Meal

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

,

N. THIRD STREET

Win. Glacsner,

.... Tailor.

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL ON THE

Automatic 'phone 574
South Second Street,
Albnqnerqne.

The Union
Market The

-

COMMERCE

FREE.

Subscribe for The Dally Citizen.

Olm-stea-

OF

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
GEO. ARNOT.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J, C. BALDRIDGE

We also carry a full line of
Toilet Soap at your own
prices
.. ..5c TO $1.00 a CAKE.

g

NO CURE. NO PAY.
50c. and $1 . TRIAL BOTTLES

25c

DANDRUFF

BANK

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

SOAP

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds

RICE

THE

EGG TAR

CURES
and all

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

6HAMPOO YOUR HAIR WITH

THOUSANDS SAVED By

JEMEZ A SULPHUrt HOT SPRINGS
8TAGE LINE.
Carries the U. S. mail; only line with
a chanae of stock en route; good rigs
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday at 6 a. m. r or parucumrs u
dress W. L. Trimble w Co.. agents, Al
buouerque. or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
tor, Jemec.
o
"Diamond Ice," delivered in any
quantity and at all times during the
Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
day Southwestern Brewery & ice to,
o
SUPREME COURT.
The Whitson Music company has se207 West Gold Avenue.
Twelve Opinions Handed Down At cured the agency for the Chlckerlng
pianos. We have received our first
torneys for Examination Have
Musicians are Invited to
shipment.
Tims Extended.
The territorial supreme court met at call and see the genuine Chlckerlng
10 o'clock Thursday morning, at Santa piano.
o
Fe, there being present Hon. William
"DIAMOND ICE."
J. Mills, chief Justice, and Associate
Justices John R. McFre, Frank W
Use Allen's Foot-Eas- e.
Parker, Daniel H. McMillan and Ben
to be shaken into the shoe.
powder
A
United
Chllders,
taniln S. Baker; W. B.
Your feet feel swollen, nervous and. hoi
States attorney: Edward L. Bartlett, and
easily. If you have smartget
solicitor general; C. M. Foraker, Unit ing feettired
or tight shoes, try Allen's
D.
Sena
Jose
marshal,
and
ed States
Foot Ease. It cools the feet and makes
clerk.
walking easy. Cures swollen, sweatIn case No. 924 Ambrosio Arniijo ing feet, ingrowing toe nails, blisters
vs. George K. Neher, the. case was con and callous spots. Relieves corns and
bunions of all pains and gives rest and
tlnued for tbe term.
Try It today. Sold by all
oV CO, Proprietor
comfort.
No. 908 United States of America druggists and shoe stores for 25c. WM. COETTINQ
vs. Lewis E. Densmore, murder, was Don't accept any substitute. Trial
All kinds of Fresn Meats handled.
continued for the term.
package free. Address Alien M.
Sausage making- a specialty.
Le Roy4 tl-No. 911 Meliton Chaves, appellant,
.
.

Santa Fe had the largest crowd of
visitors yesterday ever seen in one day
In that city, and notwithstanding that
the big crowd was somewhat of a surprise party to the capital city, everybody was hospitably entertained. The
people from this city speak in the
highest terms of praise of their pleasFoley's Kidney Cure makes the dis
go again in the near
ant visit &ul
eased kidneys sound so they will
future.
eliminate the poisons from the blood
The Tlerra Amarllla Republican
says the aspirant who has the temerity
to endeavor to wrest the republican
nomination from Delegate Rodey may
not, when lie emerges from the conflict, be In good bhape to sit for his
photograph, but he will possess the
deeply Imprinted wlndom born of reckless dalliance with a buzzsaw and pile
driver.
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DINING CAR,

Corner of First 6treet and
Railroad Avenue.
Has changes! hands and is now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. I.ager
been on draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.
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A. E.
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Gossip of Base Ball
and Other Sports
L
At Des Moines
Des Moines

BASE BALL.

The following games were played on Omaha
Saturday:

Batteries:

American Association.

Morrison and Hanson;

Owen and Gonding.

At Indianapolis

Tndianapolis
Toledo
Second game
Indianapolis .
Toledo
At Louisville
Louisville
Columbus
At St. Paul
St.
on account of rain.

1
2

Railway company has Increased Its
capital stock of 14,000,000 and has Issued bonds in the sum of 125,000 per
mile of single track plus $800 per mile
for equipments, and fla.OOO additional
per mile of second track, and has secured the same by mortgage of railroad, equipment and Income of the
said road. The amount of capital actually paid in Is $11,500, being 10 per
cent of the capital stock originally subscribed. The entire amount of debts
and liabilities of the company is
.

.

Not Doomed for Life.
The following games were played on
"I was treated for three years by
Sunday:
good doctors." writes W. A. Greer,
Western League.
2
McConnellsville, O.. "for piles, and
At Omaha
0 Omaha
1 fistula, but, when all failed, Bucklen's
Des Moines
3 Arnica Salve cured me In two weeks."
1
Cures burns, bruises, cuts, corns, sores,
At Kansas City
, .3 Kansas City
6 eruptions, salt rheum, piles or no pay;
2 25c at all drug stores.
Milwaukee
game called of
At St. Joseph
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
'
4
St. Joseph
6
Peoria
Abran Abeyta, of Socorro, Is In the
National League.
At Denver
city on business.
At Cincinnati
i.B
Denver
W. B. Oilman, the employment agenCincinnati
13 Colorado Springs
1
cy man, Is transacting business at El
2
St. Louis
Paso.
American League.
Batteries: Phillips and Bergen;
R. T. Jackson, formerly day clerk at
O'Xeill and Ryan.
At St. Louis
1 the Alvarado, has been tranferred to a
At Boston
St. Louis
0 similar position at the Castaneda at
Boston
4 Philadelphia
Las Vegas.
3
At Detroit-Det- roit
Brooklyn
7
Batteries: Willis and Kittredge;
James D. "Sakin, junior member of
10 the firm of Mellnl & Eakin.
Washington
Hughes and Lattimer.
wholesale
At Chicago
At Pittsburg
liquor dealers, has gone to Santa Rosa
11
Chicago
3
Pittsburg
on business.
2
2 Baltimore
Chicago
George L. Hudson, with the Fuller-toAt Fort Wayne, Ind.
Batteries: Tannehill and Smith;
Lumber company, of Minneapolis,
1 passed through
Lundgren and Kling.
Cleveland
the city this morning
3 going east.
Boston
At Philadelphia-N- ew
3
York
The Optic says that "Joe Pullen. late
A Parson's Noble Act
2
Philadelphia
at Sturges' European in Albuquerchef
"I want all the world to know," que took charge of
Batteries: Crontn and Bowerman;
the kitchen at the
writes Rev. C. J. Budlong, of Ashaway, Imperial
Frazer and Douglas.
restaurant. Las Vegas."
R. I., "what a thoroughly good and
Miss Anna Brevltz, who has been
reliable medicine I found in Electric spending some months with her
American League.
sister.
Bitters. They cured me of jaundice Mrs. A. P. Klint, left this morning
At Chicago
for
4 and liver troubles that had caused me
Chicago
home at Grand Rapids, Mich.
For herA number of ladies
Philadelphia
2 great suffering for many years.
gentlemen
cure they excel have called on Miss and
Batteries: Griffith and McFarland; a genuine,
Albright
Claude
anything I ever saw." Electric Bit- the past few days and solicited her to
Mitchell. Wilson and Schreck.
Second game
ters are the surprise of all for their give a concert at an early day. The
5 wonderful work In liver, kidney and
Chicago
lady now has the matter under con6 stomach troubles.
Don't fail to try sideration, and will probably make a
Philadelphia
Batteries: Patterson and McFarland; them. Only 60 cents. Satisfaction is definite announcement in a few days.
guaranteed by all druggists.
Waddell and Schreck.
The New Mexican says: "Mert WagAt Cleveland
ner, who has the contract for hauling
Ziegler.
and
Sweeney
4
Cleveland
sulphur plant
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 1. Owen Zieg- the machinery for the
0
Washington
from Santa Fe to the Sulphur hot
Batteries: Bernhard and Bemls; ler and Patsy Sweeney, in a twenty-roun- d springs, In Bernalillo county, started
bout, la the magnet that is exOrth and Clarke.
the large boiler
pected to attract local fight followers out this forenoon with to
At Detroit-Det- roit
pull and eight
are
Eight
horses
used
1 to the Eureka Athletic club tonight
the ponderous load."
rivals to push M.
11 The two fighters are
Boston
S. Otero Is In the city from
Hon.
Batteries: Mercer, McCarthy and and judging from past performances his ranch at the Sulphur hot springs
an interesting go Is on the calendar.
Buelow; Hughes and Warner.
He says
in the Jemez mountains.
At St. Louis
that his men are getting along nicely
8 Water Cure for Chronic Constipation.
St. Louis
Installing of the machinery to
Take two cups of hot water half an with the
.2
Baltimore
his new sulphur reduction
be
used
in
Batteries: Harper and Kahoe;Wlltse hour before each meal and just before plant, which he is having built at that
going to bed, also a drink of water, hot
and Robinson.
gentleman thinks he will
or cold, about two hours after each place. The
be able to furnish Borne of the product
r
exercise
meal.
Take
lots
of
Western League.
the market about the first of the
walk, ride, drive. Make a regular to
At St. Joseph
year.
9 habit
,
of this and in many cases
St. Joseph
3 chronic constipation
may be cured
Milwaukee
Beware of the Knife.
Batteries: Frlcken and Lucia; Mau-pl- without the use of any medicine. When
No profession has advanced more
a purgative is required take something rapidly of late than surgery, but it
and Garvin.
Second game
mild and gentle like Chamberlain's should not be used except where ab1 Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Milwaukee
For sale solutely necessary , In cases of piles
0 by all druggists.
St. Joseph
for example, it is seldom needed.
Batteries: Kenna and Lucia; Parvln
Witch Hazel Salve cures quickand Roth.
AMERICAN LEAGUE MOVE
Unequaled for
ly and permanently.
At Kansas City
cuts, burns, bruises, wounds, skin dis
13 Hiring Players for a Ball Team In eases. Accept no counterfeits. "I was so
Kansas City
1
.
Gotham In 1903.
Peoria
troubled with bleeding piles that I lost
Batteries: Weimer and Messitt;
Manager Clark Griffith, of the Chi- much nlood and strength," says J. C.
Foulke and Wilson.
cago American League base ball club Phillips, Paris, 111. "DeWitfa Witch
Second game
has signed Williams, Selbach and Gil- Hazel Salve cured me in a short time."
6 bert of the Baltimore club for next seaKansas City
Soothes and heals. B. H. Brlggs & Co.
0 son, according
Peoria
to a World dispatch and J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
Batteries: Risley and Messitt ;Schaf-Etal- l from Baltimore. These players are said
and Wilson.
to understand they are wanted for an
NEW SANITARIUM.
At Colorado Springs
American league team to be placed in
President Burns of the Colorado New York next year.
Sister in Santa Fe are Planning a
Springs team refused to allow his playNew Building.
New York Want It.
ers to go on the field to participate in
more than three months It has
of Santa Fe, in fact
For
The
residents
another game in which Umpire Strauss been the ambition of the American the people of New Mexico, will be glad
was used, alleging that he was dishon- League owners to establish a base ball to
that Sister Ursula, superioress
est in his decisions. The game will club in Greater New York, says tne of learn
sanitarium of this city,
Vincent's
St.
probably stand forfeited to Denver. Herald.
Is planning to comshe
states
that
Money for admission was refunded by
Since the early part of July residents mence the erection of a new saniMr. Burns.
of the borough of the Bronx who tarium In Santa Fe about April 1 next,
thought a professional base ball club says the New Mexican. This Institumight thrive there have been In cor- tion will be built on the bite formerly
respondence
with
the American occupied by the sanitarium which
League ofRTlals, asking their
burned down some years ago, and will
STCH IS TORTURE.
toward such a movement.
be modern In all Its appointments and
They are said to have been encour- elegantly equipped for the accommoEczema is caused by an acid humor ia
the blood coming in contact with the aged to the extent that if they will dation of the numerous health seekers
skin and producing great redness and
provide the grounds, the American and visitors who are thronging to this
; little pustular eruptions form League
will provide the players. city. Sister Ursula expects to visit
and discharge a thin, sticky fluid, which
.dries and scales off ; sometimes the skin U Grountls which are suitable are hard New York city next December on busibard, dry and fissured. Eczema in any to obtain, but a site Is now said to be ness connected with the building of
form is a tormenting, stubborn disease, under consideration and plans are be- thts new sanitarium.
and the itching and burning at times are ing matured for Its purchase.
almost unbearable; the acid burning
Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs.
humor seems to ooze out and set the skin
Terrible plagues, those itching, pes"Several years since my lungs were
exterSalves,
other
nor
on fire.
wahe
tering diseases of the skin. Put an so badly affected that I had many
good,
for
aa
real
any
do
applications
nal
writes A. M. Ake of
long as the poison remains in the blood end to misery. Doan's Ointment cures. hemorrhages."
At any drug store.
Wood,
Ind. I took treatment with
it will keep the skin irritated.
several physicians without any benefit.
BAD FORM OF TETTER.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
I then started to take Foley's Honey
"For three year I
and Tar and my lungs are now as
had Tetter on my
bands, which causfl
Land Office Business Increase of sound as a bullet. I recommend it in
them to swell to twice
Capital Stock.
their natural size. Part
advanced stages of lung trouble." Sold
ilistase
of the tnue the
Homestead Entries Jesus M. Val-de- by Alvarado Pharmacy.
was in the form f running sores, very painSanchez, ICO acres, San Miguel
ful, and causing me
$25.00
county; Miguel Valdez, Dulce, lf
much discomfort Four
To all points in California, Ilakersfield
doctors saul I he T. tter
Rio Arriba county;
Alejandro
acres.
too
far
had progrt
Rndarte Sanchez, lCu acres, San Mi- to San Francisco, on Santa Fe. Points
to be cured, and they
could A noming tor
county; Antonio Atencio, Sanchez, on Southern Pacific lines, Bakersfield,
guel
me. I txk only three
San Francisco, San
lCu acres, San Miguel county; Guada- and Hornbrook,
bottles of 8. 8. 8. and
was completely cured.
lupe Sanchez, Espanola, ICO acres, Rio Jose, Sacramento, and intermediates.
This was fifteen years
go, and I have never
Artiba county; Sixto Gonzales, Villan-neva- , Tickets on' sale September 1 to October
since seen any siRu of my old trbuble." MRS.
31. 19o2. For other Information, call
159 acres, San Miguel county.
81.,
City,
Kansas
Mix
McCee
J.. B Jackson, 1414
on
or address F. L. Myers, agent A. T.
S. S. S. neutralizes this acid poison,
Applications for Survey.
& S. F.
cools the blood and restores it to a healthy,
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llewnatural state, and the rough, unhealthy
National Encampment G. A. R.
ellyn received an application from A.
skin becomes soft, smooth and clear.
tickets will
cures letter, Ery- - X. Price and William S. Petres, claim- Irf. For the above occasion
Hold Alliunueraue to Washington. D.
sipelas. Psoriasis, Salt ants, for the survey of the Zulu mining
K5x Rheum and all skin claim In the Jicarilla mining district, C, and return for $50.75. Tickets on
3v
I diseases
due to a poissale October 1, 2, 3. Final return limit
oned condition of the Lincoln county. Also an application October 14, except by deposit of tickets
S.
Peters,
claimant,
for
from
William
write
and
us
book
our
for
blood. Send
with joint agent and payment of 50
about your car. Our physicians have the survey of the Argonaut mining cents,
limit will be extended to Novemcan
life
and
study,
a
diseases
mining
district,
made these
claim in the Jicarilla
ber 3. Stopovers allowed Buffalo,
help you by their advice ; we make no Lincoln county.
Niagara Falls and points east. For
Charge fort hi service. All correspondency
fe conducted in strictest confidence.
information, call on or address
Increase of Capital Stock.
other
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA, 6A.
The Chicago, Rock Island & El Paso F. L. Myers, agent A. T. & 8. F.
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Nervous?

2

THE ECONOMIST

Things look dark? Can't
sleep well? Restless and
worn out? "Nervous exhaustion,' your doctor says.
Ask him if he knows of a

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Shoes, Clothing or C- - xles But Everything In the
Dr . '.ode Line.
Agents for McCal'
tMs. All Patterns 10 and 19 cts.
Mall Orders Solicited
d Filled Same Day as Received.
No

than

nerve-toni- c

Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
years of success.

Sixty

Final Wind-U- p Sale of
Summer Goods

Mltu

One great cause of nervousness is
Impurities that should
constipation.
be removed from the system are absorbed into it. One of Aver's Pills
each night, just one, will keep the liver
and bowels in a healthy condition.
21

nets.

J. C AVER

CO..

Lowell. Miss.

Big Sea Bass.

Alfred Frost and Leon Hertzog are
giving southern
California people
pointers on Ashing. A telegram to J. J.
Sheridan from Avalon, Catalina, yesterday announced the capture by tin
two named of a sea bass weighing 490
pounds. This 18 the record thus far.
Certain Cur for Dysentery and
Diarrhoea.
" Some years ago I was one of a
party that intended making a long
bicycle trip," says F. L. Taylor, of New
Albany, Bradford County, Pa. "I was
taken suddenly with diarrhoea, and
was about to give up the trip, when
editor Ward, of the Laceyvllle Messenger, suggested that I take a dose of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. I purchased a bottle
and took two doses, one before starting
and one on the route. I made the
trip successfully, and never felt any
ill effect. Again last summer I was
almost completely run down with an
attack of dysentery. I bought a bottle
of this same remedy, and this time
one dose cured me." For sale by all
druggists.

THE CLIMAX OF BARGAIN GIVING.
DUCED AND STILL AGAIN

PRICES ON ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE HAVE BEEN

AND AGAIN REDUCED TILL THERE

BETWEEN PRESENT AND ORIGINAL PRICES.

o

Ladles' wash linen skirt and suit at
less than H former price at The Economist.
o

Attend final windup sale of summer
goods at The Economist.
A

Subscribe tor The Daily Citizen.
CONTRAST IN LAUNDRY WORK

FOLLOWING ITEMS TELL THE STORY.

Ladies' Dressing Sacques
and Kimonas

READ

Ladies' Wash Skirts
All our 75 cent and 85 cent wash skirts,
reduced to
Lota 2 and 3 All our wash and linen skirts, telling
up to $1.75, only
Lota 4 and 6 White pique and linen skirts, sold up to
$4.00, only
Lot 6 White pique and linen skirts, told up to $5.50,

O.O
OC
OC
..... nr

All we have in stock made of nice,

sheer lawns and madras, trimmed with
lace and embroidery, sold up
to $1.00, only

f
...... .I.ZU

Cf
3UC

Lot
only

Pink and blue chambray, trimmed with band of same goods, worth $3.50

1

3)2. pO

Ladies' White Shirt Waists

Wrappers

LoU 3 and 4, made of nice sheer India Llnon, trimmed with
lace or embroidery Insertion, sold up to $1.25,
CA

JvC

5

and

6,

sold up to $2.00,

and
to $2.25, only

6,

waists sold up

'"

SANTA FE, N. M.
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
AND
SANITARY
BATHS
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
ROOM
LARGE
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN.
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

eO000000000
Railroad Time Tables

17TN

. ..
of lawn and madras, good
quality, well worth up to $1,
your choice
,3UC
..

Made

r(

All our short pieces of edging and insertions have been put on
the remnant counter and will be sold at one half their former
Prlc

"-

"" '"""

0ur ntlr ,tock of lawn' divided
Lot

1

Into two

Sold up to 20 cents,

5

'
Lot 2 Includes all our better lawn wash goods,
sold up to 60 cents, only

OC

mm

"

lots:

n'y

7-

k"

IOC

Ladies' Black and Colored Dress Skirts
All our lined and unlined lightweight wool skirts, made of mistrel cloth, bunting, canvaa cloth, cheviots,
trimmed with aatin and taffeta, worth from $3 to $15, will be sold at a discount of 25 per cent.

THE ECONOMISI

THE ECONOMI3T

THE ECONOMIST

0e0000i

Back of Postofftct.

HOTEL CLAIRE...

m-

Laces. Embroideries, etc.

rr

5

mmmmm-

oc Petticoats

Our entire stock of ladies colored
shirt walsta divided Into two lota, noth.
Ing reserved.
Lots 3 and 4,
waists sold up to $1.25, only.. OUC
Lota

' Made of lawn, madras, percales,
trimmed with lace or embroidery, made
well and full In sixe, worth up
l flfl
)l.UU
to $2.00, your choice.

7CZ

Ladies' Shirt Waists

SAfAfSAJ'bASJASAfsASA

fc

frl75

t

Lota 7, S, 9 and 10, consist of silk, linen, batistes, linen with
embrolderd dotts, wash ailk waist and all our finest white CITE
$li I J
waists, sold up to $6.50, only

Imperial Laundry

QQ

Lot 2 Pink and blue chambray suits, trimmed with lace and embroidery insertion, also all our linen
suits, trimmed with bands and linen collars, sold up to 6.00
f
only

ony

an exquisite and perfectly laundered
shirt, collars and cuffs walking down
Railroad avenue, that have the proper
color and lustre, you may know they
were done up at the Imperial Laundry.

J

We have divided our stock of wash and linen shirt waists into two lets:

Lota

is noticeable in the way different laundries do up your linen. When you see

OC

WASH SUITS

ony

n

W

IS AN IMMENSE DISCREPANCY

THEM:

out-doo-

ECZEMA'S

RE-

A

old-tim- e

's

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

Easify discouraged?

better

THE ECONOMISE

The richest products of the world's best manufao
turers in Boys' Clothinghigh grade materials at
tsssssssssssssssflBBSlssssssassSSMSlsssssssssssa

Why not bring your boy here and purchase him an entirely new outfit for school opening?
low cost.

cocooococooooocoo
,

W
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o
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73

(la Effect June 1, Wi.)
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15 p.m.
No. 7. Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited
10 : 60 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22. Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
......
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
Nr.. 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mondays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fridays.
Local freight No. 1)9, going south,
carries passengers.
F. U MYERS, Agent

S

u
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Youth Suits ages 13 to 20 in blacks,
blues and cheviot fancies in two button,
double breasted, single breasted, uiilitary
and regular cut a large variety $8.00
to $18.00
Dunlap $5.00 Hats Hawes $3.00
Hats; Nelson $3.50 Shoes;
Suits Made to Order.

Boys' Single andJDouble Breasted Kneo
Suits,
from $3.00 to $7.00.
Boys' Shirts, Boys' Caps, Boys' Knee
Pants, Boys' Shoes, Boys' Hats, Boys'
Gloves, Boys' Hose all these things at

il. IIANDELL

THE ALHUQUKRQ13. DAILY CITIZEN, MONDAY SEPTEMBER
When you are1
nervous,' sleep- ons and earnly
fstiirurd y u
should take a
. few dosesof the
Bitters. It will
restore vi (ror to
the systcmf, pro
mote so u n U
and abso- X sleep
cure
V'i lutely
l irt Hcadachp.

Notes from Correspondents
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FROM'LAS VEAS.

Ba :a,

I

jffrs.

Item from the Capital of
San Mifiuel County.

Interesting

Jos.

Atjjlno, aaI,,,Atlcto
morning, aged 76

dtd Saturday
;

.'.

.

i

i

'

FACULTY

COMPLETED.

1

1902

CLASSIFIED ADS.

0. W.

Mis Marguerite Zearlng in the School
All classified advertisements
Note
ef Music.
rather "liners," one cent a word for
The faculty of the school of music or
each insertion. .' Minimum charge. for
of tho university has been completed. any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
reYesterday President W. O. Tight
Id order to insure proper classification
ceived a telegram from Miss Marguer- all "liners" should be left at this .of- .,
ite Zearlng, of Denver, accepting nee noiiaier man s o ciock p. m.
charge of the department of primary
L03T.
Instruction in music. She is nut unknown in New Mexico, having Just con- LOST A carriage parasol cover, be-

STRONG & SONS,

FUNERAL,

,

DIRECTORS.- -

Marble (arfdlQnite.ManiimeiltsA

,

j.--

Diphtheria, Bore throat, croup,
Special Correspondence.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
Dr.
relief. permanent cure.
stant
Eillioutness,
Aug.
31. Tho
Las Vecas. N. .M..
tween East Railroad avenue and
ducted the Chautauqua at Santa Fe
any
drug
Oil.
At
Thomas'
Eclectrlc
inaiguun,
Crescent Mill company anJ six other store.
North First or Second street. ReBoth Phones In Our Office
with much success. She will also have
Dyspepsia
201 211 North Second Street.
.MjitA i,nvA nntulnnor! tho court tr
ward from Mrs. S. Welller, 600 North
literary criticisms and for this she is
and Malaria.
Involuntary
an
adjadge Jas. S. Jarrel
1 ry it.
Second street.
" Cart Came Together.
well fitted. She has written several
bankrupt, and Thomas Jamea nas been A full head-ostreet car colllolon ocbooks.
little
Lady's pocketbook containing
LOST
The curred near RoWnson park yesterday,
appointed temporary receiver.
$20 in gold, $15 paper, and some
Sepon
Raton
use
complexion
at
heard
you
be
If
wiil
a good
WORKS BOTH WAYS.
matter
DAY Mokl Tea,desire
when the crowds were returning from
change. Finder will be liberally rea pun, nero drink. It acts
tember 12. before C. M. Bavsc, referee the races. The cars were pretty well
warded. Return to Citizen office.
on the liver and makes the skin smooth
.The meat you get from' us pleases
In bankruptcy.
loaded and running close together, the
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c
not only the consumer but the chef as
Lawrence Michael, the 4 year old conductor of the rear car was on the
not
RENT.
BOc.
FOR
does
nd
if
it
Money
refunded
(Concluded from page one.)
well, for a good cook delights in meats
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Michael. Inclde collecting fares, when the car
ntlsfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker &
died yesterday morning at 4 o'clock' of rilrprtlv in frnnt etnnnorl in lot ft tin . unions, as well as all hanks ana me Jo., Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
that will broil, roast or boil in such a
diphtheria. The hoy had been sick only Bf,ngcr aght The norge orawlng tho stock exchange and board of trade
manner as to look good and taste good.
I. O'RieUy & Co., and B. H. Brlggs ;
room with alcove and bath, In pri
vate family, suitable for lady or gen
Get a tough piece of steak here, if you
lew days ana ms
car. to avoid trouble, lumned the were closed while organized labor cele- Co.
rear
o
was quite sudden. Mr. Micnaei nas track and a collision followed. Some brated us annual holiday. During the
Inquire at No. 315 West
can you are doomed to ignominious
tleman.
Police Court.
failure, for that Is one kind of stock
been here several months for the bene- littlo .damage was done to the cars.
avenue.
Lead
of
throng
great
a
morning hours
There were big doings in Judge Craw
we never have on hand. .
fit of his health, and comes from
through the ford's
Nicely
RENT
furnished
front
FOR
review
in
passed
city
the
and
morning
court this
Kansas, to which place the reBand Concert
A novel feature of
suitable
room
tov-and
with
alcove
bath;
streets.
down
The First Regiment band, under the this parade was n contribution of treasury received a few dollars.
mains will be shipped tonight.
for lady or gentleman. Inquire at
Dogtown had its usual Sunday fam
Father rougrt. of this city: Fathers direction of Prof. James Devine. gave money for the striking anthracite min
No. 315 West Lead avenue.
got
mixed
ily
women
row.
Four
Springnative
Oiler, of Watrous; Cellieri of
a conceit from the veranda of the Al ers thrown into a number ot outRENT Five-roohouse and
FOR
was
case
up
and one cot hurt. The
er: Coonev. of Raton; Holland and Ue- - varado Lift nleht. A laree crowd turn stretched American flags borne along
Inquire of O. N. Marron.
bath.
session
postponed
until
afternoon
and
Sapello,
the
of
Rivera,
e(j
delightful
music.
out to listen to the
don. of Mora:
the route by several unices. In the
William Camp!?!!, the Third street FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
Le Guillou, of San Geronlmo, returned
afternoon plcriles were held at many gambler, who is charged with having
of
bath. Enquire No. 513 West) Fruit
No
to
attacks
sudden
need
fear
yesterday or last night from their trip
adjacent parks where addresses sloughed a native early Saturday
THE MODERN METHOD
of
avenue.
to Santa Fe and have left for their re- cholera Infantum,' dysentery, diarrh on the
made by
FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North of sleeping
labor questions were,
If
any
complaint
sort
oea,
summer
of
of
$10.
A
fined
the
number
parishes.
furniture ca.ls for separate
'
spective
Arno. Wm! Kleke.
promlncr.t speakers.
City va. dog was the next case. The FOR
fiave thesdv
hetosteads. Of dcurse-wfathers went up to the springs this yqu have Dr, Fowler's Extract of Wild
RENT Two or three furnished
dog was fined $5 and costs.
morning and enjoyed a refreshing Strawberry in the medicine chest.
rooms for house keeping. 213 South in brass, enamel and fine assortment
Dallas Hold a Celebration.
vagranHarry Barclay, arrested for
Third street.
trimmed. Naturally they are of the
plunge in the pool.
Dallas, Texas, Sept. 1. Labor Day
LACEY GONE HO M L
FOR RENT Furnished room In pri latest style; they're clean, they're com
Miss Carmlen, a Sister of Roy
celebrated hero more elaborately cy, was discharged.
was
vate family, with bath. 616 north fortable. Once tried, you would never
S. N. Wllkcrson, who says that he is
arrived here yesterday on No. 2
Several thousand
than ever before.
Second street.
go back.tp mahogany. May we show
trom Goshen. Ind. sne win spend a Finished Hi Tour of Inspecting the marchers took part in the parade and from Las Vegas, and Is a lather by
Cliff Dwellings.
being
days
for
given
was
you our latest?
ten
trade,
couple of months here.
See our felt, silk
generally
was
city
sub'
tho
in
business
8ALE.
FOR
Hon. J. F. Lacey, member of con
drunk and disorderly.
floss mattresses. They are the latest
A letter from W. B. Bunker, who Is
,
pended.
Two chinks, Sam and John Kee, ar- FOR SALE Well paying confection and the best.
visiting in Indiana, says ha is feettlng gress from Iowa, was here last night
Collected Money.
rested for hitting the pipe, will get a
homesick among the Boosters and he and left this morning for the east. He
ery store In good location. Party
u. neweu,
was accompanied i.y vr.
Denver, Colo., "Sept. 1. A unique hearing this afternoon.
leaving town. Address Y. Z., Citiwants to come home.
a r Martin, a brother of J. K. Mar- - or the Las . egas Normal scnooi. Many feature of the Labor Day parade was a
zen office.
Co.
decorated in A New Jersey Editor's Testimonial.
SALE Several beartirul homes
FOR
tin, will leave Monday for Santa Rosa, residents of Albuquerque called on him wagon appropriately
Philips-burEnd
Viaduct
.West
of
the
M.
Lynch,
T.
Editor
bargains
pubhere.
was
while he
and city lots. These are
which were received contributions
where he will have charge of the
N. J. Daily Post, writes: ''I have
and must be seen to ts appreciated. Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
the striklic schools in that burg.
years," along the line of march for 10,000
I had kidney
for
trouble
See
No trouble to show property.
for
many
medicines
kinds
of
used
un
court
officers
About
Pennsylvania.
other
and
Mills
Judge
McQuade.
Raymond Conner of Shel ers in
W.
Jno.
Mrs.
writes
my
family
but
In
coughs
colds
and
going
2
Clayton,
parade.
left today on No. for
ocoocoaxxxxxxxxxxx
Wash., "and the doctors could not ionists participated in the
never anything so good as Foley's FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
by way ot Trinidad, where they will re ton.
I tried Foley's Kidney Cure,
wrapping
papers,
good
for
help
me.
of
old
say
Spoke.
too
I
cannot
v. Fairbanks
Honey and Tar.
leaving there for
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citime.relief
Kansas City, Sept. 1. Jen thousand much in praise of it. Sold by Alvarado
CVnThTnext morning and arrW.ng and the very first1 dose gave
say
zen, Albuquerque, N.M.
too
much
cannot
I
am
cured.
and
various
from
the
Soo.
Pharmacy.
workmen
union
will
be
at 9 o'clock. In the crowd
Foley's Kidney Cure." Sold by trades of Kansas City paraded the
fx
DRUGGIST
undino Romero, clerk; W. E. Gortner, for
WANTED.
Wheat $1.50 a hundred at Mausard's
down town streets here this forenoon.
stenographer; Mr. Segura, Interpreter; Alvarado Pharmacy.oMills.
Heading tho procession were a number
Hon. Charles A. Spiess,' O. A. LarraWANTED Nurse girl at 623 Copper
11 7
A Baby's Death.
o
officials and
Y. Long, attor
aolo, L. C. Fort and
avenue.
Knignts of Pythias.
son of carriages bearing city
Lucas C. Chaves,
among
uay,
chief
of the
neys.
Mineral Lodge, No. 4, WANTED Woman to help with hous-- i
of Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Chaves, died the speakers
.
The home of Mrs. S. A. Hume, on at 5 o'clock this morning of scarlet them being United States Senator
Knights
of Pythias All
work a part of each day who wil'
in
3)
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. The
Lincoln avenne, was beautifully decor
members are requested to
sleep at her home. 116 North Edith
ated with sweet peas Friday afternoon, Nicholas avenue. Funeral services
getieraUy.
V.
be present at their Castle
.CI
street.
the occasion being a delightful party were held at 6 o'clock this afternoon nearly .20,000 persons listened to
Hall on Gold avenue at 8 WANTED Woman to do housework.
iven by Mrs. Sallle Hume Douglas In at the Church of Immaculate Concep- speechmaktng
o'clock tonight Visitors
Enquire at No. 1023 West Railroad
lionor of her sister. Mrs. A. B. Lewis, tion by Father Mandalari. Interment
welcomed. .
Center.
avenue.
the
Mitchell
of Kansas City. Mo.
W. F. 8WITZER. C. C.
cemetery.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 1. Labor
WANTED A piano to rent. Inquire
guests present, was made at Santa Barbara
fc S.
K.
R.
of
D.
There were fifty-fou- r
E.
PHILLIPS.
Day was generally observed here by
at No. 803 West Copper avenue.
who engaged In a six handed euchre
Ruth Brockmeler Hurt.
various trades unions and more
the
The Cabinet serves a hot free lunch WANTED To rent, a good safe. Ad
exciting
quite
was
pretty
play
. Little Ruth Brockmeler. the
contest The
was displayed every morning between iu ana
dress P. O. Box 213, City.
and produced considerable merriment daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brock-Th- than ordinary interest
.
prizes were won by Mesdames C. meler, had a narrow escape from serl- in the celobration from, the fact that 'clock. Give us a calllt
A dining room girl. Mrs.
WANTED
tTie
United
Props.
of
president
JONES & HARRJSt
H. 8porleder and J. S. Clark and Mlss0U8 injury Saturday. While playing John Mitchell,
303
Meyers,
South First street.
of America, was the
Haggle J.' Bucher.
with her brother In the loft of her fath- - Mine Workers
Lancaster linoleums, have a WANTED A TRUSTWORTHY GEN- The
demonstration.
figure
of
the
central
very
were
er-The refreshments, which
l)arn Bhe Pepped on a loose board
world wide reputation for being the
estitlenian or lady in each county to
"uu and fell through to the lower floor, a The weather was perfect and it is
aeiicious, were servea uy
manage business for an old estabmade. We have now a great va
in
best
participated
15,000 tnen
mated
that
most
really
one
of
was
party
the
at(OUt
the
flrteen feet. She
dlBtance of
riety of these goods. Prices to suit
lished house of solid financial standdelightful events of a very active so- - Btruck a barrel in the fall and was for the street parade of labor organiza- your
,.
poeket,
ing. A straight, bona fide weekly
n
day
event
of
principal
the
The
,
tions.
on
clal season, retiectmg great crean
t,
unconscious. It is exDect- o
salary of $18 paid by check each
on
Washington,
at
precession
the popular and accomplished hostess. ed she win be as well as ever in a few was a
Pound Sale,
Wednesday witlf all expenses direct
two ad
where
river,
Delaware
the
years
8
Louis llfeld, who had been visiting dayB.
7
or
72;
.
Sorrel horse, brand
Money advanfrom headquarters.
dresses were made oy President Mitch- old; front feet white. Will be sold at
here, left Saturday for Santa Fe, where
Manager, 310
expenses.
for
ced
during
the
money
All'
collected
ell.
In
take
meeting
of the
For a bad taste
the mouth
be will attend the
the city pound on Saturday, September
Chicago.
Building,
Caxton
cause
will
be
devoted to the
board. Mrs. tlfeld will not re Chamberlain's Stomach and Livef Tab festivities
6, at 10 o'clock a. m.
WANTED A few domestics and cooks
of the striking miners.
lets. For sale by all druggists.
turn until next week.
THOS. McMILLIN,
for private families. W. B. Gilman.
o
B. D. Hill, a brother of W. E. Hill
City Marshal.
Striking Miners Marched
Quinn on Duty Again.
At once, a number of
WANTED
and his wife came in Saturday from
Scranton, Pa., Sept. 1. About 20,000
Jerry Quinn, one of the well known
bridge carpenters to work on the
fad,
Pompom,
latest
the
of
Mexico. They will visit here a
line
New
In greatest Labor Day
Santa Fe Central railroad. Apply
few days before proceeding to the east. and popular conductors on the New men marched ever seen in this city at The Economist.
me
demonstration
at company's general office, Santa
running
into
Mexico
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the
In
Mexico.
engineer
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Mr. Hill is
the
Fe, or to August Relngardt. Kenneformed
corsets
Beauty
workers
striking
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brought
American
The
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of
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Miss Nones, who has been
dy, N. M., via Gallsteo.
12,over
were
and
division
night
senger
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first
entire
Mrs.
north
from
last
at
the
trains
the cltv for several weeks, returned to
Gents- - good second hand
WANTED
was
No
demonstration
oiui
Quinn
stronir.
i
KotnrHnv Mini the first time for six weeks. Mr.
i.
galvanized
Iron
clothing,
and hats, 515 South
auu
shoes
Copper,
tin
colliery
and the strike
Nones left many friends in Las Vegas, was back to Chicago and Kansas City made at any
First street Call or r.ddress R. J.
work. Whitney company.
i suuauon nere reiumu
was
wnere
an
um.uuisvu.
operation
wire,
witn
his
leave,
Sweeney.
who recretted to see her
"DIAMOND ICE."
WANTED Five young men from Be:
Dr Henrv J. Mueller has brought periormed on the lady, ana l ne uiuzen
Notice to Fruit Buyers.
nallllo county at once to prepare tor
DRUMMER EVANGELIST.
suit against Bert Adams for 161 is pieasea to announce manne operaDositions in the government service.
Jellies,
- tion was successful and Mrs. Quinn is
tine
to
wish
have
who
Ladles
medialleged
for
to
be
him
due
amount
Corres. Inst,
Apply
to Inter-Stat- e
winter,
Highland
for
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preserves
quite
canned
although
at
the
fruit
Meetings
not
Hold
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nicely,
Will
getting
Corrlgan.
for
cal services given a Mr.
Rapids,
la.
Cedar
now.
Peaches,
order
M.
to
E.
fail
Church.
yet
not
should
Las
to return to her home in
which Mr. Adams becane-- responsible, ready
.teachers taking vegas. wmie aisent. Air. yuinn uia
There were forty-siRev. W. H. Williams, better known pears, plums, nectarines, apples, etc.,
MISCELLANEOUS.
good
He
himself.
enjoy
health
not
Fri
court
house
the
at
as the drummer evangelist, will begin from the J. Felipe Hubbell fruit ranch
the examination
Pato
postal
a
dropping
wagons.
By
green
too
got
ate
corn
and
on
stuck
today.
day, and a few more
There
a series of special revival services at
CASH PAID for distributing samples.
(flux) the Highland Methodist church on Jarito, we will call for your orders, or
dysentery
Send stamp. American Distributer,
will be no examination Monday, on ac much, producing
to
Pajarlto
down
you
prefer, drive
Kansas City. Mo.
count of Labor day, but it will continue J which caused a reduction In his avoir Thursday evening. September 4, to con if
dupois of about twenty pounds. He is tinue until September 17. Mr. Wil and see the beautiful Hubbell fruit DIAMONDS, gold and silver novelties
on Tuesday.
at factory prices. Write for illuspretty well now, and Is slowly gaining liams comes to Albuquerque with an ranch and buy your fruit from tne
Mrs. Einhorn and son, who hav
trated catalogue sent free of charge.
been in the city and vicinity for the back bis usual good health. Upton excellent record back of him, having trees.
o
Money refunded If purchase does not
past couple of years left yester'ay for Hayes was extra while Mr. Quinn was held successful meetings In almost
Our Boys' Department
meet with your approval. ManhatNative and Chicago Lumber.
two
will
duty.
leave
Mrs.
off
Einhorn
Louis.
evan
every state in the union. The
St
your
out
to
fit
especially
prepared
Is
39
37
Co.,
Maiden
Diamond
and
tan
of her daughters in the sanitarium
gelist is on' his way to Canada, where boy In clothing. Many articles have
".y-cs- v
Nothing Like Oil.
Lane, New York.
Building
Sherwln-VVilllat- rtt
i .
here for treatment
uider contract to preach and
ITh. .1 ... t
wr.K Max'. mAi Am Ka. he.i
Just arrived, making our boys' depart
!
Mrs. D. T. Lowry, who has been
!
Wears
Looks Best
Covers Mors
"
ment the largest In the city. Special
1
Kte
- spending the summer in.LKin.ver, will that a spoonful of oil will go farther! asgsociation
LLUK, CKMKKT,
Full
est I Most Eoonomleal
for the period of six reductions this week on suits, shoes,
vinegar."
same
gallon
The
a
of
that
Teturn here Monday,
lecturing ever f
Avians,
or
preaching
months
;
aotfLMd
First Street
bats and shirts. Simon Stern, Rail212 W. Railroad Avenue.
Miss Delia Wrav and mother will may be said of children.. There Is- day during that time,
Clothier.
road
Avenue
leave Monday for Chicago, where they nothing so good for children as the oldAlbuquerque Is certainly fortunate in
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
will make a vUit before returning to fashioned castor oil. However much securing the services of such a man
You get your money's worth when All patrons and friends cordially invitmay
they
it,
med
best
abhor
is
it
their
their home In Los Angele
soutnwesi- - ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is
and our people will doubtless show you buy "Diamond ice.
H. W. Kelly took Gen. Pierson and icine for disorders ot the bowels. In their appreciation by attending his ser era Brewery & Ice Co.
served every day.
William Harper, the Boer warriors the more severe cases of diarrhoea vices in large numbers
STEVE BALLING,
o
however, Chamber
Proprietor.
Notice.
south on No. 1 yesterday to show them and dysentery,
During his stay here Mr. Williams
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea will preach upon the following inter
The Rico Cat 3 serves the best meals
the country and its attractions
In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
L.
The cavalry dance in the armory Fri- - Remedy should be given after the oil esting subjects:
"The Ten Virgins,
5 cents up. 111 North First
day night was a most delightful1 affair. operates, and a quick cure la sure to "No Room for Jesus," "The Ministry of orders,
205 West Gold avenue.
street
Next to First National Bank.
There was not a very large crotfd out, follow. For sale byo all druggists.
o
Angels," "Doubting Thomas," "Kinder
Storage.
Cold
but enough to have a good time,
garten
The
Children
to
Sermon
First
Fancy, work materials, fine yarns at
New L Second Hand Furnitur
Ulss Meredith Thomas, a niece of Mrs.
Having completed our extensive Ice
Start," "The Young Man and His Com
Wilson's.
Stoves and Household Goods.
Mrs. H. W. Kelly, who had been visitstorage
cold
of
plant,
plenty
we have
pany," "The Young Woman and Her
o
Re airing a Specialty.
ing the latter for some time, left yes
room and are ready for orders from
Precinct Meeting.
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terday for her home in LeavenwoTtb Old Albuquerque, N. M. Sept. 1, 1902.
storage.
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cold
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Loss,"
"The First
"Profit and
Furniture stored and packed lor
Kansas.
Notice Is hereby given that in con with the Tiger," "Conversion." "The give any desired temperature from 50
Highest prices paid for
shipment
Mrs. Andrea B. de Montoya. mother formity with the call of the county re- - Sin Against the Holy
freezing.
degrees
Southwestern
to
Ghost." "Will We
second-hanhousehold goods.
of Mariano and Manuel Montoya, and piiMlcan. central committee a meeting Know Our Friends in Heaven," "Ser Brewery and ce company.
o
i f the republican electors of Old Albu
Men
Only" no boys under 15
mon to
If you purcnase a Chlckerlng piano
querque, N. .3., will be held at the years
"Breaking Home ot the Whitson Music company you
admitted,
VEHICLES CF ALL KINDS,
mi.i . house on Saturday, the 6th day Ties," "Conscience," 'Farewell Ser need not hesitate to tell your friends
t
B j- sirABii tatus
; f September, 1902, for the purpose of
of suffering from indigestion if you i
mon," "The Last Romp with the you have a genuine Chickerlng. Es
i
HARNESS. SA'JLLtS AND SADwhat you want or of starving yourscir selecting 6 delegates to represent said Tiger."
1823.
In
Mass.,
Boston,
In
tablished
DysDLERY,
Acker's.
to avoid such distress
county
conyentios
at;,rcju:t ,3V tae.
Everybody invited begin with the
pepsia Tablets taken atter-eaO- LOCATABLE ON ANY NON-TI, AXLE OIL. HARNESS fvnO TJOF
to te tild.'Ma Cwurt House on Sep- $4540
i,. , OB , r,nl,d.
eveniaa
digest your food perfect ll- aflU t.
BERED, SURVEYED PUBLIC LAND
selecting
purpose
of
account
s
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for
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Cal,
To
1$
ot
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yoa from all the disagreeable ,jiTV-tommlnutos swer
Sonff
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARI
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'.eieatrs to ro repuuiican territorial i evening before th sermon. Sermon meeting National Wholesale Druggists ZONA OR NEW MEXICO, IN ANY
HCRSE SHOEING AiO
what you want at soy tlm and, Ukfrn . oaveftpon wuiufcwu oe m-i- si Mnbegins promptly at o'clock,
association. Tickets on sale Septem SIZED 1 RACTS FROM 40 ACRES UP
Positively oa Ofltobtr 10, proximo. All la sym-- l
.
Acker tablet afterward.
PAPERS READY FOR IM
ber SO, October 1 and 8. Stopovers al WARDS.
Slvt.iy
moffey""wrn
guaranteed
Tour
I'.
Final return MEDIATE LOCATION. SENT TO
natby with republican principles are! Avoid serious results of kidney or lowed both directions.
be refunded If yoc are not satisfied. requested to attend.
ANY BANK C. O. D. PRICE RE'
I bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kid
in
1902.
other
15,
For
limit
November
H.
sample.
W.
us
a
for free
Write to
F. A. HYDE.
Albuquerque,
ney Cure. Sold by Alvarado Phar formation, call on or addresss F. L, DUCED.
T
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.
GOMERY STREET,
Hooker k, Co., Buffalo. N. Y. J. 1L
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S. F.
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Albuquerque Hardware Company

BuilijBrs'andGeMa
i
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j Just a

Cough

that gets your lungs sore and weak
and pares the way for pneumonia or
consumption, or both. Acker's Eng.
lish Remedy will stop the eouirh in a
day and heal your lungs. It will cure
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
all throat and lung troubles. Positively guaranteed, and money refunded if
not satisfied. Write to us for free sample. W. H. Hooker tt Co.. Buffalo, N.
Y. J. H. O'Rielly ft Co.. and B. H.
Brlggs & Co.

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

Superintendent
R rntin
edae."
spoke on "Incentives to Work" and dis
cussed "Metnoas in History.'' Today's
addresses were "How to Secure Education," by Dr. Tight; "Memory, Habit,
Interest" lyM. Ev Hickey; "Attention? by Superlntendent' Stroup; "The
Necessity of Americans Acenlrinff tho
Spanish Language," by Prof. Anatansio
Montoya, ant Kurai schools" by Prof.
Nestor Montoya.
Thirty-twapplicants for licenses
were examined Friday and Saturday.
A--

o

WANTS THE MONEY

TUMTC
1 HIM 1 J

B

.

PERSONAL

1

L902

PROPERTY

LOANS
as

MONEY TO LOAN.
A quick loan is often a necessity
you don't care to trouble your1 friends

8SMI

would rather be Independent, still M
the cost must not be tod large. "
r.
Our loans will suit yon. They are
made on FURNITURE,
PIANOS.
HORSES AND OTHER CHATTELS'.
As low as $10; as high as $200. They
are quickly made and strictly private.
Time: Month to year Is given. Goods
to remain In your possession; OUR
RATES are reasonable. Call and Bee
us before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant building,
305 West Railroad avenue.
N. W. cor. Third St.
And
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Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets an
House Furnishing Goods

Raised from the Dead.
WALL
HERDERS
C. W. Landis,
"Porter" for the
James Hipsher Asks Damages for an Oriental Hotel, Chanute,
Kan., says:
WEDGE
HINERS
Arrest Here.
"I know what It was to suffer with
James M. Hlpeher has brought suit neuralgia deed I did, and I got a bottle
AND WAGON COVERS.
;
I
in the district court agalnBt the Atchi- of Ballard's Snow Liniment
J
and I was
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad com- 'raised from
AGENT3 FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINEC.
If Its from our excellent and well
the deaa. I tried to get
T
pany
110,000
for
damages for alleged some more, but before I had 'deposed'
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE,
T;if-selected sotck Is sure to be admired
assault and false Imprisonment.
of my bottle, I was cured entirely, f
The plaintiff alleges In his petition am telln' ae truth too," 25c, 60c,
and
Water Consumers.
that on June 29 last, he was in the $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B.
by those who pretend to be Judges
Water tax Is due, payable between
city of Albuquerque. N. M, on the pub Ruppe.
1st and 5th of month, at office of under
lie sidewalk In front of the railroad
ALBUQUERQUE
of good floor coverings. Our stock
4
station of defendant when he was as COUNTY REPUBLICAN CONVEN-TION- . signed.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
saulted and beaten and knocked down
of carpets, linoleum, rugs"art
o
by one of Its employes, Frank, Barton
In accordance with a resolution of
Delaney's celebrated Albuquerque
me tiepot master.
.
MANUFACTURERS OF
the Bernalillo county republican cen- Chews again on the market. Don't fail
squares, Chinese and Japanese mat
i Plaintiff further alleges that he way tral committee, adopted at a meeting to get
a box.
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
afterwards taken to the police station held in Albuquerque on the 1st day of
tings are of the best quality and
and there kept In prison for fifteen September, 1902, a convention of reOffice and Store Fixtures.
Newcomer's for school supplies.
hours. He states that a charge of dis publicans of the county of Bernalillo is
o
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kindt to Order.
'
turbing the peace was made against hereby called to meet at the court
BUSINESS LOCALS.
Mail Ordera Solicited. .
him but that it was dismissed by the house In the city of Albuquerque on
""
,5U-JiSr-;
...
5 not to be competed with.
403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Keep your eye on Dentins:.
magistrate, and he was released from the 13th day of September, A. D. 1902,
" '
custody,
Deming has Just been Incorporated.
at. 1(J o'clock a. m., for the purpose of
Plaintiff further alleges that he. gave nominating , delegates to the territoDemine, the seat of the nsw county
no cause for tlie said assault or im rial republican convention, which will of Luna.
'
prisonment and that there was no Just be held at the city of Raton on the
iteming has Increased CO per cent In
St
grounds for his arrest, and that he 10th day of October, 1902, for the pur- population In four yean.
OLD RELIABLE'
ESTABLISHED 1878
suffered great pain and humiliation by pose of nominating a candidate for
Demies Is the great mining center
reason of the wrongful acts of the de delegate to the Fifty-eight- h
la a most Important factor ra the
congress of the southwest.
Investments In Demlnf Iota will
fendant's employe and said imprison of the United States.
Jewelry worn, and beat results are
ment and that he is damaged in the
obtained from artistic designs and
The several precincts will be entit- doubls and treble in one year.
sum named, $2,500 of which is de led to the number of delegates set opLet us flgur on your plumbing.
tasteful settings. Our rings, broochHardware company.
manded for the assault and $7,500 for posite each, and the following precinct
es, pins, etc., are of that high art
the arrest and Imprisonment. 81 Paso chairman will call the respective priCarpenters' and machinists' tools of
and quality found only in Jewelrj of
Herald.
the finest make.
?iVF; maries and preside as chairman at the all kinds. Albuquerque Harware company.
, r
same.
Carries the Larfeet
Flour, Oraln
Feet Swollen to Immense Size.
S riM ExtMalT.
Following are the precinct numbers,
Klelnwort's Is the place to get your
f
" I"bad kidney
trouble so bad," says names of
Stock .1
2j
atnd Provisions.
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
'
JEWELER.
J. J. Cox of Valley View. Ky.. "that I primaries chairman, place of holding meat.
StapleQroceric
and the number of deleCar lata specialty ,
could not work. My feet were swollen gates:
feaa4 Matswtst.
Watch Inspector A., T. ft S. F.
Bring In your tinware and have It
to immense size and physicians were
and S. F. P. Railroads.
1 Francisco Baca, Francisco Baca, repaired. Albuquerque Hardware comFARfl AND FREIQHT WAQONS.
unable to give me any relief. My 4. '
pany.
0COSKasusKaofK3eXDe
doctor finally prescribed Foley's Kid2, Corrales
Demlng
M.
now
a large Ice plant
has
J.
Sandoval, school
Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
ney Cure which made a well man of
and electric light system under conhouse, 6.
me. Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.
tract
3, Alameda
S
Melqulades Martin,
In Demlng the aemand for rental
school house, 6.
S?
'RACES.
wuni mil c nrii eg iu
GOOD
houses Is five times In excess of the
4, Rio Albuquerque
Daniel Martin- supply.
3
S A Large Crowd at the Fair Grounds ez, Daniel Martinet, 3.
has an abundance of water
6, Barelas
Eslavio Vigil, office Jus- forDemlng
Yesterday.
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
peace,
7.
tice
of
the
'
i
gardens.
i 'A; SPECIALTY OF THE
Some good racing was furnished by
6, Padillas
Vidal Chaves, office JusBuy lota and build In Demlng. Your
the Gentleman's Driving association at tice of peace, 4.
'
'
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
,1
the fair grounds yesterday afternoon
U. S.
1
7, San Antonio Chas. Kemp, Chas. the Investment
USED IN ALL FAMILIES.
and there was a large crowd out to Kemp's, 2.
,
,
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToIn Demlng good sale loans can br
enjoy It The work on the track has
8, Grlegos
Max Elrlch, school house, had at better rates than In the old es
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
not been completed, but the good 5.
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
tabllshed towns.
effects of that which has been done are
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
9, Rio Atrisco
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
Sever .Sanchez,
Orders taken for every known make
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
evident. The first race was the green school house, 4.
of atoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Surplus
Capital,
and
up
profits..
Paid
$200,000.00"
event and waa won by George Blake's
10, Escobosa
J. B. Lebario, school Hardware company.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
".
Milton M. In two straight heats. Trim house, 2.
.
OeK)X)e3BOeKeX3OeX3eX)tX3e
'. '
Just received a large shipment of
ble's William T. was second. The first
11, Pajarlto J. F. Hubbell.i school, Japanese and Chinese mtittlng. Albert
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presiheat was In 2:54 and the second in house, 8. '
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
dent; Frank McKee, 'cashier;
2:53.
12, Albuquerque
Demlng offers the same opportuniA. J. Crawford,
- - - - - - A B. McMillan.
Raynolds,
H.
F.
was won by Emil city hall, 21.
The
ties now that the most prosperous,
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBHaBBBBBBBBBBBi
&
QUICKEL
BOTHE, Proprietors
Mann's Boone In straight heats. Boh
12, Old Albuquerque, Nestor Monto- cities in the west offered several yean
ago.
Collins took second place and T. J ya, court house, 6.
,
We are sole agent for Wheeler ft
Shinick's Action third. The first beat
14, San Ignacio, Nicolas Herrera.
Wilson sewing machines, the best oa
was In 2:35 and the second in 2:32.
school house, 2.
'.ne market Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
pace
Primrose took the
15, Casa Salazar
Pantaloon Mora, avenue.
with ease from Bonnie Treasure. The school house, 1.
Demlng neeas one hundred new
SAMPLE AND CLUB ROQI.
first beat was in 2:25. and the sec
16, Placitas J. H. Guru?',
school houses to supply the demand, and
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED ft DOMESTIC WINES ft COGNAC.
ond in 2:30.
house, 2.
needs them now. This demand con
Finest
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
17, Pena Blanca
Manuel Baca, tlnues to grow.
Whiskies,
Used
for
Pneumonia.
7.
JOSEPH BAENETT,
school house,
et ano Best Imported and Domestic Clgara
Demlng ships over 1U0.O00 head of
Brandies,
Dr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew, Mich.,
18, Canon de Jemez J. B. Archuleta, cattle annually; Is the center of the
120 W. Railroad Ave, lbaquerque.
Wines, etc.
says, "I have used Foley's Honey and Francisco M. y Romero, 2.
greatest breeding region In the south
in three very severe cases of pneu
19, Algodones O. P. Hovey, school west and cattle men all know this.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
monia with good results in every case
house, 2.
205 South
Residence, Automatic
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Over a quarter million

All stomach and bowel troubles In child or adult are
Presbyterlan Missions.
due to a single cause lndlfrostion.
Flux, colic, cholera morbus, diarrhoea, dysentery and
The Presbyterian board of foreign
all complalntsot like nature, are the resultof undigested missions Is to undertake the work of
foods fermenting In the stomach. The only way to enlisting the Interest of the people of
prevent fever and to cure such troubles without Injury the denomination in the tause which It
JTT9T THINK THAT OVER. Think of the Immensity of such a business OVER
A QUARTER OF A MILLION CUSTOMERS. Think of its unusually gratifying feature
to the membranes lining the stomach Is to restore
different
represents, along somewhat
""ALL SATISFIED
pcrieci digestion.
Do you think such an enormous business could be built up, sustained and oontlnually
lines from those heretofore followed.
locreaaed, if our goods Old not have exceptional yalue and merltf
n
n
iTh
Do you think we could hold the trade of over a quarter of a million people, if our
new work is a result of the interThe
11
for doing exactly as we ssy wasn't firmly established?
Ut lUt HJ? LL. What You Eat
est taken in the work of the board by
Actual experience and trial have proved to them that we and our goods are both all right.
HAYNER WHISKEY
Won-- t you give us a chance to prove It to you, too? Remember.
Kodol Is the new discovery which cures all stomach John H. Converse, of Philadelphia,
goes direct from our dlstillerv to you, with all lte original richness and flavor, carrying a
and bowel troubles by removing the cause. This famous and E. A. K. Hackett, of Fort Wayne,
ot PURITY and AGE,
DISTILLER'S
GUARANTEE
REGISTERED
UNITED
STATES
remedy checks fermentation, cleanses, purifies and Ind., for these men, knowing from
and saving you the big profits of the dealers, Your money back if you're not satisfied.
Kodol
digests
all classes of food and gives to the body their own experience the interest that
sweetens the stomach.
all of the nourishment, health and strength it contains.
can be aroused in the mission cause
Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia and all Stomaoh Troubles.
Cum Is Just the thing for (lyspepil and stomach troubles. It has when properly presented,
instructed
'Kodol ryj-iw- i
anything
lung
a
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standing case of catarrh of the stomach."
I
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N.i.
r Savis DulirV Profits! Prtvintt Adulteration
Oscar Klni. Prepared alloy,
only by E. O, DeWItt ft Co.. Chlrago. Bold by all dealers.
should give his entire time, as a spefaTrlte household remedy for coughs, colds, croup, cial representative of the board, to the
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VIC lltnlltr
broocliHU, grippe, throat and lung troubles.
It curua
work of Interesting individual men and
J. H. O RIELLY & CO., AND B. H. BR1GG8 & CO
women in the work of the Presbyterian'
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church in foreign lands.
has therefore secured David McCon-aughSEVEN-YEAR-O- LD
IYG
well known as a successful
Young Men's Christian association secajc
retary In this country and In Indiana,
and Mr. Converse and Mr. Hackett are
to pay all his expenses Incident to the
Almost J40.oipo.iioo have been raised official societies, and that for Ameri- work.
by the churches of the United States, cans to foster the plan rroposeJ would
We will send you TOUR FULL QTJART BOTTLES oflHAYrTER'S
Plan of the Work.
Canada and Great Britain as the result be to put It out of line with general
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Mr.
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a
The work which
of the efforts entered into in the clos- Anglican tendencies. Mr. Meyer is
ever drank or can buy from anybody else at any price, then send It back at
ing years of the Nineteenth cenutry. Free churchman, but well acquainted will do Is planned along similar lines
our expense and yourU.oo will be returned to you by first mall. Just think
Oder over. How could It be fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied,
that
It was intended to signalize the open- with affairs in the establishment. to that of the famous money raiser of
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societies ference, however, that while Mr. Louchurch debts, the endowment of
saving va.uu.
tional institutions, the extension of the ought to be official bodies, and high gee labors almost entirely to obtain
Write our nearest Office and do It NOW.
church, foreign and home missions, churchmen In the establishment argue gifts from individual contributors, the
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has ieen raised by three religious bod for the Propagation of the Gospel, the ing and enlisting of interest directly
ies of the United States; the Methodist oldest missionary society In the world, in the cause of missions, as it Is felt
north, Methodist south and the Pres- and which founded the Episcopal that Increased contributions will follow
Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
byterian north, the first named leading church in America; or the Church Increased interest. The financial side the new employes, who fill these
In
all other bodies with a fund which now Missionary society, the largest mis- will not be neglected, however, ana places, will he as efficient as those who cases, telescones. larsest varietyDry
city to select from. Golden Rule
amounts to $17,000,000. 'ibis sum has sionary society in the world, will be those interested in the work will be have left.
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the movement since its inception, that financial outlook for mission society tember and will make his headquarters fuse substitutes. Sold by Alvarado
the fund will be closed, with the full support In England during the next de- with the officers of the foreign board Pharmacy..
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Btrlviug to secure $500,000, of which jority of the natives, but only by that Co. and J. H. O Rielly & Co.
A few faction which wants to be left without
1400.000 is already pledged.
or order. It is said that Father
INDIAN SCHOOL OPENED.
other religious bodies, both here and law
abroad, have smaller special funds, but Rodriguez brings with him a book
More Full Blood Children Present
those named are Tie most important
DON'T TRY PRESSURE.
Than Ever Before.
It is the common tostimony of those in
charge of the raising of these funds
lapse of two months' vaca
a
After
Intelligence.
Trust To
8
in all the denominations that no effort
You cannot by process of law pre tion the school resumed work again
response
hearty
In years has met bu h
vent anyone from drugging themselves today. During this vacation all the em
or has had so marked an effect in uni to death. We must meet the evil by ployes and most of the children have
REGULAR DEGREE COURSES OF STUDY:
lying the members of the different appeal to the intelligence.
heen to their homes or have been sight
tVtn tniira t il Q t HnCB t 0 tlinSt seeing in various parts of the country
bodies. Without exception, the Twenrf
I.
tieth century funds have been secured - harm tQ AmerleanB because of its wide The school opens with ahout 225 chil
. .
without reducing the regular ronwumanoarent innocence dren present.
II.
During the summer months the su
tions for denominational causes.
is coffee. Ask any regular coffee drink111.
er if he or she is perfectly well. At perintendent has made a great effort
Free Church of England.
Only those to secure full blood children for the
one-hal- f
are not.
Special
Courses are offered In Assaying, Chemistry and Surveying.
Rev. F. B. Meyer, the great leader least
extra vigor can keep well against school and his efforts have borne fruit
of Free church movements in England, with daily attack of caffeine (in the and now there is a larger per cent of
in this country for a month to attend the
A Preparatory Course is maintained for the benefit of those who
coffee). The heart and pulse gradual full blood Indians in attendance than
the Northfield conference, declares ly
years.
been
for
kidney
has
dyspepsia,
hav
strength;
there
not had the necessary advantages before coming to the School of
lose
there is no foundation for the opinion troubles
There has been a number of changes
Mines.
nervous diseases of some
aud
in
church
Episcopal
current in the
school,
of- among the employes of the
.
mUulhiiHrv nocU'tleS sort set in and the clearly marked
ir.nn .Hit
TUITION $5.00 for the preparatory course; S10.00 for the techof coffee poisoning are shown some have resigned, others have been
fects
likely
to
are
England
of
Church
the
in
nical course.
transferred to other schools in the serworth anyone
a voluntaryv to an inese are
f,
i..
IftJ
IJOllh'
vice. School opens with five literary
and
sensible
reasonable
thought.
The
has
There
len
official character.
THERE IS A GREAT DEMAND AT GOOD SALARIES FOR YOUNG
eighteen other employes
There has been thing, is to leave it off aud shift to teachers and
ifflclal character.
duty.
poison
ready
The
for
Coffee.
that
MEN WITH A TCHNICAL KNOWLEDGE OF MINING.
Food
some talk of eularging voluntary mis- I'ostum secretly killing is thus with
The following changes are noted:
sionary agencies among American has been
agent Mr. Schanandon, Mr. Lee. Miss WalEoiseopalians, and frienfls of the board drawn and a powerful rebuilding
For Particulars Address
be lace and Miss Warren go to Riverside,
will
good
effects
The
work.
put
to
of missions, an official body, have gin to show inside of 10 days. If health Cal.; Mrs. Adams goes to Lawrence,
c,a iho
the tendency in
.
-irv
. tVinr
CHARLES R. KEYES, Ph. D.. Director.
anything to Kan., and Mrs. Lawry and Miss Urokaw
England is to have tho church itself- and comfort are worth
It is to be hoped that
have resigned.
uujuu, w, .1.
do Its missionary work, instead ot

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OF

SEVEN-YEAR-OL-

TRIMBLE &

p

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

...Bacheehi & Giomi...
WHOLESALE DEALERS

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. ORDERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

BACHECHI

&

GIOMI

12-1-

woi-ker-

Service

107 and 109 S.

First Street

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

00CSC
B.

RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS

I

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerqur.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

Mausard's Mills,
The Largest and Bes
Mill in New Mexico

Mills
BelenANDRoller
ELEVATOR

n

up.

a
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell

Wheat, write to

BHiLJN, n. w.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

P
PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
Soi North

Albuquerauo

Flrit Street

Toti & Gradi

Flour, Feed, Provisions. May
and drain.
Imported French and Italian
Goods.

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES

AND

Telephone (47.

Nw Meilca.

LIODORS,

Ftse delivery to

Sole agents for San Antonio Lima.

il 1 parts

of the city.

til, 115, tit

North Third ftrset
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IVailroad Topics

7

Tfcaf Go!d spoon.

SEPTEMBER JURORS.
Those Drawn to Serve This Term

SEPTEMBER 1, .902

o

There are some men who seem to b
favorites of fortune. They are Industrious, cheerful workers, full to overflowing of the energy of splendid health,
and success teems fairly to drop into
their hand. It ia of such as these that
tne less hardy
and less success

Court.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire- line between the Pacific coast and Galmen boasts a membership of 43,376.
veston, which would put it in a strong
Within a radius of 100 miles of Guth- position to fight the Southern Pacific
NEW CASES FILED.
rie more than 1,000 miles of railroad is for Galveston business. The proposed
ful man says
line would also open considerable new
being built.
tnviotlll J,
"That felloe
William Wysong, a machinist helper, country In Texas.
The Jury commissioners have drawr.
was
born with a
Five million dollars will be expended the following
is at the hospital nursing a badly
gold spoon in
jurors fcr the September
in terminal improvements by the railmashed thumb.
his mouth."
term:
And yet on
There are 23,000 miles of railroad roads entering St. Louis in anticipation
M. Gu
lerrltnrial
J.
Jurors
Petit
of
world's
analysis it will
fair business. All the roads tlerrex, M. W. Flournoy, George
using the block system, according to
Hof
be found that
entering the city use the one great pas- helns,
the last governmental report.
Jacob
Loebs,
Maton,
Juan
Abran
this
success is
senger station, which covers eleven
largely clue in
Chief Engineer R. B. Burns, of the acres and stretches from Eighteenth to Gonjef, Jose H. Gurule, Justlnians
Otero, Jose .1. Dinlos, Hijinio Garcia
pienma neattn, me endowment of
Santa Fe coast lines, with headquar- 'iwentieth streets.
Carlos P. Chaves. Leandro Cervantes, healthv mother.
ters at Los Angeles, is in the city.
Dr. Pi etce's Favorite Prescription jyives
The Union Pacific Railway com- Michael O'Donnell, Ceclllo Sandoval
All the employes of every branch of pany has appealed
mc uiuiucr uesuu ui give ner cntid. It
to the supreme Felipe Sllva, Dementrlo Garcia, Dese cures
nervousness, nausea and sleeplessthe local Santa Fe Pacific shops have court of the United States the case in derlo Montoya,
Sacramento Lucero, ness. It make the body comfortable and
had a vacation today in observation of which the supreme court of
Colorado Jesus Maria Garcia, Nestor Montoya, the mind content It gives physical
Labor Day.
decided that the Postal Telegraph Com- Mike Dragoie, Allen Montgomery.
vigor and muscular elasticity so that the
It is denied that the Brotherhood of pany could secure a right of way for its
Grand Jury D. J. Abel oaoy's advent is practically painless.
Territorial
Trainmen threatens a general strike if wires along the Union Pacific railroad W. S. Burke, Vicente Sals, Salvador M
"I will endeavor to tell you of the many
benefits I have derived front taking Dr. Pierce's
their demands for increased wages are by condemnation.
Garcia, Vidal Chaves, Severio Sanchez ravwmc
wnif, nn. u u. Robert-Soof Medicine Lodge, Barber Co.. Kana. "In
not granted September 15.
B. F. Conway, of the Santa Fe adver- Cleto Garcia, Emebrio Archuleta, Selso the fall of tSoo 1 was exj,ectin;
to become
Martin O'Connell, who was laid up tising department, is now in Arizona Sandoval, Eduvljen Gurule, Louis Se mother and Buffered terribly with pains
in the
of head ; in fact 1 ached all over. Suffered
in the hospital at Los Angeles for a taking photographs with which to illus- fereno Lucas, C. D. Goff, J. M. Sando back
with awful bearinff-dowpains; I was threatfew weeks with a crushed foot, has re trate the new booklet soon to be issued val, Jose Guijo, Jose Espolin, M. F. ened for weeks with tnUt.ap. A lady friend
told me to ue Dr. Tierce's medicine
uh h..i
turned to work at Needles.
by the system to advertise the attrac- Myers.
taken them and felt like a new woman. I began
' Favorite Preacrintion
usinr
the
n.H
United
Jury
tti
States
W.
Petit
Engine 21G0, which has been under tions of that territory. Mr. Conway
H bottlea before my baby came and two aftergoing some extensive repairs in the included the Moqul villages and snake Morris, Gallup; W. C. Butman. C. A. wards. I Buffered almost death with my other
two children, but hardly reafired that I waa
Hawks, Albuquerque; M. B. Johnson sick
back shops, has been sent north to the dance in his itinerary.
when this baby waa horn and ahe elghed
Gallup; Geronimo Pacheco; Jose Espo- twelve and
pounds, she ia now
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.
eleven montha old and ha never known an
lin,
Vivian
H.
J.
Garcia.
Maddin,
Fran. hour's sickness; at present she weighs
Lingering Summer Cold.
The Santa Fe is giving transporta
I owe It all to Dr. Pierce's
Don't let a cold run at this season. Cisco Montoya. Francisco Sandoval Favoritepounds.
tion to the men laid off in the recent
Prescription."
Nicolas
Los
Lunas;
Padla.
Jesus
San
Summer
to
are
colds
kind
the
hardest
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
cut in the Topeka shop force, to Chi
cure and If neglected may linger along chex y Alarid, Valencia Pedro Jara women strong, and sick women well.
cago, Albuquerque and El Faso.
millo,
Agua;
Punta
de
Jesus Garcia Accent no substitute for the m!iVn
months. A long siege like this
Somebody stole the wheel of the for
will pull down the strongest constitu- Vanencla; Francisco Sandoval, Jose which works wonders for weak women.
Southern Pacific call boy in El Paso
.Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
One Minute Cough Cure will Francisco Aragon, O. P. Hovey, Per
the otiier night and the local train ser tion.
filio Gabaldon, Tiercio Chaves, Torre- - most desirable laxative for delicate
up
break
once.
Safe,
at
the
attack
women.
vice system became disorganized.
sure, acts at once. Cures coughs, colds, on; Pete Badaracco, Emil Mann, Albu
Division Superintendent F. C. Fox, croup, bronchitis, all throat and lung querque.
two representatives of the Santa Fe
of Las Vegas, and Station Agent F. L. troubles. The children like it. B. H.
United States Grand Jury Louis H, were In that city and drove from there
Myers, of this city, accompanied the Brigg3 & Co. and J. H. O'Rielly & Co. feld, Albuquerque; Wm. H. Wolff. Gal over the (Contemplated route to San
lup; Benefaclo Montoya, Manuel Pa- - Angelo as far as Fort Stockton. They
excursion to Santa Fe yesterday.
Any Santa Fe agent will now receive
Sue for Injuries to Cattle Quite a dilla y Chaves; Francisco Martinez, stated that they wished to buy a few
deposits for tickets sold at exception number of suits have been filed recent- Paciflcio Padilla, Luz Armijo, Juan Es- good teams for the use of the surveyally low rates In the east for California ly by shippers against some of the pinosa, Prlmitlno Metzgar, Lorenzo ing corps, which would be there within
points during September and October. railroad companies for injuries to cat- Garcia, Carlos Herrera, Anastacio
two weeks and begin locating the line.
Henry Springer, Jose L. Mil- They expressed themselves freely, venAlfred Lovell, who recently resigned tle in transit.
Friday last, Urmston Baird and Pat ler, E. J. Alger, Panteleon Mora, Fred turing the opinion that the Santa Fe
as superintendent of motive power of
erico Chaves,
Wells; Pablo Bal would soon close up the gap between
the Northern Pacific, has been appoint- terson, of El Paso, filed two more of clonal, Torreon;Pinos
Felipe Castas, Los Lu Pecos City and San Angelo.
against
these
Fe,
mak
the
suits
Santa
ed to a similar position on the Santa
ing three to date, and it is reported nas;- Frederico Baca, Belen; C. D. Hop
This would give the Santa Fe a
Fe.
ping. Albuquerque.
they
two
route between the gulf and the
more.
have
shorter
that
Mrs. C. C. Wray, wife of the chief
Many new suits have been filed. Pacific coast. Now
Both stilts were filed in the El Paso
that surveyors are
train dispatcher at San Bernardino,
Gallegos
Donaclano
remove
to
seeks
and daughter, Miss Delia, passed district court, one in Judge Goggln's from office Querlno Lucero, justice of soon to be placed in the field it seems
through the city last night en route department and the other in Judge the peace for precinct 17, Bernalillo to be almost a certainty that it will be
built.
Walthall's.
The cattle were shipped county.
home.
He says his house was searchIn both instances from El Paso to Cused on the order of the Justice without
A. B. Todd, who spent several days ter, Mont., one shipment
A Boys Wild Ride for Life.
being 697
in the city last week, has returned to head and the other 769, and on May 14, due process of law and that he was
With family around expecting hlra
bound over to the grand Jury for a triv to die, and a son riding for life, 18
Winslow. Mr. Todd is master mechan and May 30, 1901, respectively.
ial offense under bond of $1,000. Ho miles, to get Dr. King's New Discovery
ic in the Satna Fe Pacific shops at that
In the first shipment, it is alleged alleges tyranny
and unjust imprison- for consumption, cough and colds, W.
place.
twenty-sithat
head were either killed
II. Brown, of Leesville, Ind., endured
W. F. Crebs, the Santa Fe employe or in a dying condition when they ment.
Jesus Padilla, of Isleta, asks a di- death's agonies from asthma, but this
at Winslow who had the misfortune to reached Denver, the point of transfer vorce
from Petra Miera de Padilla on wonderful medicine gave Instant relief
break his leg last week, has been re and fifty-fou- r
in the second. It Is furthground of cruel and Inhuman treat- and soon cured him. He writes: "i
moved to the Sister's hospital in Los er alleged that these cattle were all the
ment. Another suit for divorce is that
' Like
Angeles.
steers worth $20 per head and besides of Anastacio Gomez against Francis-quit- now sleep soundly every night. pneumarvelous cures of consumption,
Engineer Harry Preston, of the those lost were hurt from being knockMoya de Gomez.
monia, bronchitis, coughs, colds and
Santa Fe Pacific, and wire left for a ed about and poorly fed and watered
Suits on promissory notes are Er- grip prove Its matchless merit for all
trip to Canada where they have friends so that they had to be sold at a sacri- nest A. Grunsfeld vs. J. R. Armijo and
lung troubles. Guaranteed
and relatives. They will be gone sev- fice. Particular complaint is made Jacobo Perea, Mandell Bros. & Co. vs. throat and
and $1.00.
Trial bottles
ottles'B0c
two
being
needlessly
about
the
eral weeks.
trains
Eugene Murray, O. W. Strong & Sons free at all drug stores.
pens
Vegas,
sidetracked
and
the
Las
at
vs.
vs.
Max
E.
Schultz,
H.
W.
Becker
A concerted movement has been inN. M., being small and muddy and the Telesfor Gallegos and Max E. Becker
For over Sixty reara.
augurated by trainmen employed on
stock being unable to get feed, water vs. Ignaclo Montoya.
An old and well tried remedy.
the railroads west of the Mississippi or
Soothing Syrup has
Mrs.
Wlnslcw's
rest.
Edward Dodd has brought suit
river to secure uniform rules and comDamages to the amount of $1,862 Is against William Farr and William Ar- been used for over sixty years by
pensations.
their children
claimed in one case and $1,580 in the cher to recover bricks alleged to have millions of mothers for
while teething with perfect success.
L. U. Morris has resigned as third other.
been furnished for a building on South It soothes the child, soften the gums,
trick dispatcher at San Marcial, and
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Second street.
A Sad Disappointment.
Fred Saxton has taken the vacated
Modesto C. Ortiz has filed suit in Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Ia
Ineffective liver medicine Is a dis ejectment against Toriblo Chaves.
place. Morris prefers the more excitpleasant tc the taste. Sold by drug
gists In every part of the world.
appointment, but you don't want to
ing life of a freight conductor.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
A Communication.
purge, strain and break the glands of
The San Marcial Bee understands
Be sure and ask for
Mr. Editor Allow me to speak a Is Incalculable.
the
stomach
bowels.
and
DeWitt's
that Superintendent John McNally Little Early Risers never disappoint. few words in favor of Chamberlain's Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
favors the commendable policy of giv- They
cleanse the system of all poison Cough Remedy. I suffered for three
ing men with families the preference
Bring your boys here as a prelimin
could
years
and
bronchitis
with
the
when the business of the Rio Grande and putrid matter and do it so gently not sleep at nights. I tried several ary to school starting. For you will
pleasant
enjoys
one
the
that
effects.
division necessitates the employment
They are a tonic to the liver. Cure doctors and various patent medicines, want them to appear neat and smartly
of new men.
biliousness, torpid liver and prevent but could get nothing to give me any dressed. Our boys' department Is fully
It is said that the Santa Fe will build fever. B. H. Briggs & Co. and J. H relief until my wife got a bottle of this prepared to fit out the boys with
valuable medicine, which has complete- clothes that are made well and that
from El Paso to Pecos, Texas, and O'Rielly & Co.
ly relieved me. W. S. Brockman, Bag-nel- look well. Simon Stern, Railroad Avefrom Pecos to San Angelo for a short
n
A BIG STRIKE OF WATER.
Mo. This remedy is for sale by nue Clothier.
o
all druggists.
Found by the C, R. I.
P. Road at a
Lemon sberbert, vanilla and choco
FREE MARTINIQUE LECTURES.
Depth of 349 Feet.
late In creams. Dclaney's.
o
A big strike of good water has been
L. E. Buster Arranges Entertainment
Johnston's Stage Line.
found in the C, R. I. & P. railway well
Men.
Fe
for Santa
Will leave every Tuesday mornlrs
In Tucumcari at a depth of 349 feet,
been completed for the Jemez Hot Springs and return
says the Alamogordo News. In drill by Arrangements have superintendent on
Thursdays.
One regular trip a
Rev. L. E. Busser,
ing no rock of any kind was encoun
of the Santa Fe reading rooms, for a week and extra trips when ordered.
tered, and the water was found In
European
of free lectures before the em- Leave orders at Sturges
coarse conglomerate gravel, evidently series
JA. T. JOHNSTON.
ployes of the Santa Fe railway in the
the bed of a subterranean river, as the reading rooms along the system. Mr.
F. A. Jones, fc. M., C. E.
gravel found is worn round from water
Consulting Mining Engineer
Busser has secured the services of B.
Interview with the pioneer manufacturer, N. friction, and interspersed with shell R. Baumgardten, a
noted lecturer, to Field assistant U. 8. Geological Survey
W. SpauldlBtr, president of the Spauldiug San of various kinds.
' Albuquerque, N. M,
deliver his "Martinique Disaster and
Company, Son Francisco.
Correspondence solicited.
In thirty minutes the water had risen Destruction of St. Pierre." For thepe
Q. We are told a member of your family was
o
2u0 feet in the well.
The quantity lectures Mr. Baumgardten has seventy-fiv- e
Tin, raivanizeu iron and coppei
eared of a case that the doctors prouounoed
and the
Urignt'a Disease, although It ia believed to lx seems to be inexhaustible
superb views of the disaster which work. Albuquerque Hardware compaquality excellent. This strike of fine he will use to illustrate points in his ny.
incurable f
A. That ta oorrert.
water will be received by the railroad
stop at all
y. Don't you
thiuk the facts ought to be company with no little rejoicing, as lecture. The lecturer will
With a few bottles of our celebrated
known r
along the system where readstations
A. Yea. If it will help anyone else you may the company has expended vasts sums
Pllsener"
beer, and a nice large piece
ing rooms are maintained.
ay that a cure win effected.
of "Diamond Ice," In your refrigerator,
J Vou any pliTMciuuK had diagnosed tht of money in drilling and exploring for
case as Urim t s lica.e
ou can enjoy life these warm days.
water along Its lines in this county. It
Came Near Being a Cripple.
A. Several liiul. They told us the condition
was critical, when my erothi r. who had beeu means much for Tucumcari and will be
Josh Westhafer, of Loogootec, Ind., Try it. Southwestern Brewery & Ice
helped by the Pulton Compound, told us of It, both a
boon and a boom of incompara- is a poor man, but he says he would Co.
and I ''M for It.
o
y U'us it luiic before a change was noted I ble value to our town. It may result in not lie without Chamberlain's Pain
"DIAMOND ICE."
A
In u fev. wei'kH the improvement
bringing
railroad shops of various Balm if it cost five dollars a bottle,
marked. The sleep waa better, and
was
a gruilmil n turu to heulib. ullhouirh it was a kinds to this place.
for it saved him from being a cripple.
Humoing.
4
year bit re we considered the cure full a d perThis well, together with the well re- No external application is equal to this
We have auaea a plumbing depart
manent
Ki ow of any other cases f
V
cently opened by the Tucumcari Elec- liniment for stiff anil swollen joints, ment and tin shop to our business.
A -- Xuiuotn. ot them. J ul sure I told scores
tric Light & Water company, settleB contracted muscles, stiff neck, sprains When you havo anything in this line
bout it.
Were then- any failures f
U
water problem favorably in this and rheumatic and muscular pains. It to be done see us about it before placA. I liuuw
uuue where It was taken In the
part of the country for all time to has also curred numerous cases of par- ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
season.
Q Can you recall nuy individual cures
come, and great rejoicing by property tial paralysis. It is for sale by all ware company.
A. Sen ml. I told uu Kugl'sh aciuulntucc
about it. He hvau to u.end snd ultimately re- owners in Tucumcari is the result.
druggists.
Demtng will be tne great smelter
covered, and tons a supply of the Couipflnnd
with him on his reiurn to Kutrlutid. 1 cousidcr
center. Two Marge plants will be In21 Year a Dyyspeptec.
PECOS CITY tO SAN ANGELO.
It a cure fir UriKbi's liisease when taken lu
stalled within the year.
time, it ouht nut to )t' permitted to die with
R. H. Foster, 318 S. 2nd., Salt Lake
o
Its aged discoverer, and I am glad to see busiCity, writes: "I have been bothered Surveyors Will Soon Be Locating the
Those apron ginghams we are sell
ness men are going to pcrpetualt It.
Line to Fill the Gap.
ing at 5 cents per yard are the best.
with dyspepsia or indigestion for 21
The talk of the Santa Fe extending On sale at our Mill End sale. Lion
Medical works ajree that Ilrtght's Disease years; tried many doctors without rend Dialietes are incurable, but s; per cent, are
to Store.
positively recmcnutf under the Vultou Com- lief; recently I got a bottle of Herbine. its Pecos valley line from Roswell
pounds. (Common forms of kidney complaint One bottle cured me. I am now taperEl Paso and the filling in of the gap
and rheumatism ofTer bnt short 'resistance.)
frice, II ,,r the llright's Disease and II is) for ing off on the second. I have recom- between Pecos City and San Angelo
Our entire stock of colored par-- O
the Diabetic omttuunil. John J. Fulton Go., mended it to my friends; it is curing has been revived, and it seems that O
Montgomery St., S:in Francisco, sola comO
asols.
the finest selection in the O
doing"
"something
in
really
is
pounders. Fret- tests Uiade for patients. lt
them too." 50 cents at Cosmopolitan there
O city, will be sold at cost and be- - O
scriptive pamphlet maued frea.
the
latter.
B.
Ruppe.
Pharmacy
low. Golden Rule try uooaa Q
The Pecos Valley News, published at 0 Company.
o
O
J. H. O'Reilly & Co., Sole Agents,
ago
days
says
a
few
City,
that
Citizen.
Pecos
for
The
Subscribe
Albuquerque.
Second and Gold avenue,
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MONTEZUMA
(Spectacular Effect)

Tournament

Indian Dances on Street
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Mineral, Cereal and
Educational Exhibits
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President Roosevelt Has Signified
His Intention to be Present
J. H. O'RIELLY, P. F.

x

PRESIDENT

MeCanna,
SECRTARY

a

e

l.

Briht's

t

Disease

Is Positively Curable.

STOVE REPAIRS.
Borradalle & Co.,
117 Oold Ave.
Tony Mlchelbach, the old town but
cher, has reopened his m'eat market
and Is prepared to serve bis patrons
with the finest.
(Homestead Entry No. 6850.)
Notice foi Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., August 16, 1902,
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-namesettler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. S. C.
Commissioner John W. Corbett at East
View, N. M., on Sept. 27, 1902, viz
Juan Jose Montoya for the Iota 1 and 2,
and eV6 nwVi sec 24, T 6 N, R 6 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jose Seberiano Sanchez, of Torreon,
N. M.; Lorenso Samora, of Torreon, N.
M.; Jose Samora, of Torreon, N. M.;
Todosio Maldonado, of Torreon, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
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MONUMENTS.

kinds of atone and sable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H.
MAURINO.
AH

o

The Kansas City Lino, The Chicago tine,
The Denver Line, The Memphis
Line, The St. Louis Line
AND THE WAY TO CLOUDCROFT
FAST TIME AND EXCELLENT
CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINT8
NORTH, NORTHWEST, NORTHEAST, EAST AND SOUTHEAST.
STANDARD AND TOURIST SLEEPERS, FREE CHAIR CARS AND
COACHES ON ALL TRAINS.
DINING CAR SERVICE UNEXCELLED.
CALL ON AGENTS FOR PARTICULARS, OR ADDRESS

Special Summer Excursion.
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
51.60.

Albuquerque to Kansas City and re
turn, $39.00.
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return.
146.60.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14.
and June 24 to September 12, inclusive.
nnal return limit October 31, 1902.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.

Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado.
Denver, 125.15, round trip; Colorado
Springs, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
0.15, round trip.
Tickets on sale
June 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final
31,
1902.
return limit October
o

Sacramento Mountain
Railway.
Effective June 2nd first class passen
ger train will leave Alamogordo at 8
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50
a. m. daily. Kcturn train leaves Cloudcroft at 6:30 p. m., arriving at Alamogordo at 8 p. m.
Passengers for these trains can take
breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
dinner at Cloudctoft.
A. N. BROWN.
.
I. Route.
G. P. A., E.
&

G. P. A., EL

PASO-ROC-
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ISLAND

ROUTE, EL PASO, TEXA8.

Subscribe for The Citizen

a

Have you aeen that blue enameled
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
ware company's store. It la the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
aeen la Alouquerque.

Alamogordo

ISLAND ROUTE

K

....18....

o

Curtains! vurtainait CurtainsllI
We are allowing up to date lace cur
tains In Brussels net, Irish point, Ara
bian net, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
muslin. Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
avenue.

no-te-
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DON'T FORGET THAT......
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The Thermometer
is Seldom. Higher Than

;S

o
o
o

8o in Mexico City

lO

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
experienced.
Aiiuough not generally known summer la the Terr
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The daily afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, ao
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig-lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breezes of day. one becomes bo entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget bis trip under
"The White Umbrella."
wa

The Mexican Central
ia prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to aA
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
W. 0. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
A. O. & P. A., Mexico
Q. F. & P. A..MexIco.
C. A., El Paso. -
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RELIABLE SCHOOL SHOES
Are you looking for well wearing

neat looking and comfortably
fitting School Shoes atrea-sonab- le
price?
...WE

CAN SUIT YOU...

SPRING HEEL SHOES.
DONGOLA, MEDIUM SOLE
VICI KID, EXTENSION SOLE
BOX CALF, EXTENSION SOLE

8 to 11.
00
1 25
1 25
13 to 2.
.$1 60
1 65
2 00

....$1

HEEL SHOES.
SATIN CALF, HEAVY SOLE
COLT SKIN, HEAVY SOLE
BOX CALF, HEAVY SOLE

12

to 2.

$1 25

'

50
1 40
3 to 5.
$1 65
2 00
2 25
1

A PICNIC
i

ALBUQUEIIQLR DAILY CITIZEN MONDAY SEPTEMBER'

Probate court Is In session at the
court house this afternoon.
Helen Snyder, niece of Mr. and Mrs.
George Glegoldt, has returned to her
home at Needles, Cal.
George C. Bowman, deputy Internal
revenue collector for this district, hap
returned from his visits to northern
towns.
Rev. C. A. Bunker, pastor of the
Lead avenue Methodist church, and
family have returned from southern
California.
The city council will meet tomorrow
night, the meeting having been postponed on account of today being a legal holiday.
Dr. F. A. Keyes, operator at the bro
kerage office of Metcalf & Strauss
with his wife, has gone into camp at
Bear canyon.
After attending the district convention of the Fraternal Union order at
Denver, Melville Summers has return'
er to the city.
Mrs. C. A. Berry, mother of William
Springer, arrived from California this
morning, and expects to make Albuquerque her future home.
Hon. E. A. Mlera, chairman of the
board of county commissioners of this
county, will visit Kansas City this
week to sell 25,000 sheep.
Mrs. L. Fred Klooz and daughter
family of the manager of the Alvarado.
has returned to the city from their
visit to southern California.
Died, this morning. Infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Antonio Chaves, 304 West
Nicholas avenue. Funeral this after
noon, private. Scarlet fever.
Miss Nellie Ressler, one cf the popu
lar clerks at the Phoenix dry goods
stora, will, beginning with tomorrow,
enjoy a two weeks vacation.
Miss Emily Burgess, a linotype oper

J. L. BELL

& CO.

o

That

'

.'
v MONEY TO LOAN.
" Ob diamonds, watcnea, etc., or
.

any

food security ; also household goods
tared with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
V:'

(

c

CITY NEWS.

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
j Demlng, the gateway to the best
tart ot Old Mexico.
. Window shades in all colors and
ridttis at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
Special on ladies' fancy neck ribbon,
jworth 35c, only 19c, at The Economist.
'
Mexican drawn work in endless variety s, Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
venue.
In Demlng you can buy lota for f 100
jrhlch will pay you 100 per cent In iess
than twelve months.
fa' afexlcan drawn work we are
showing a big . assortment.
Albert
Faber. SOS Railroad avenue.
Dernfng! Have you been there? If
not. you should get there for tbe big
ale ut lota on the 17th of this month.
Dennng! Dont overlook It If yon
are looking for a sale and paying Ini

President Roosevelt Resumed
Tour of New England.

In Demmg another good hotel Is
needed to accommodate the enormous
Increase of population.
I
Fresh Cut Flowers.
f,IVES, THE FLORIST.
i
Our boys pine knot shoes are specially built for youngsters who are extremely hard on shoe leather. The up

ot

No. 216 South Second

style, price and quality, compels
ceive attention are the questions of the
you
to be our customer.
archbishop
of New
nomination of an
York and the appointment of a coad Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 81S 8.
Second Street.
jutor, with the right of succession, to
Archbishop Riordan, of San Francisco
Authoritative advices received here In
dicate that the congregation is almost
unanimously In favor of the appoint
ONLY FIRST CLASS HOUSE
ment of the Right Rex. George Mont
AT
gomery, bishop of Los Angeles, as co
adjutor to the archbishop of San Fran
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
cisco, and of the Right Rev. John M
Farley, vicar general, as archbishop of
New York.
NOW OPEN FO.. GUESTS.
Stage Leaves from Trimble's Stable,
MINNESOTA'S FAIR.
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
5 a. m.
Many Improvements Have Been Made
J. B. BLOCK,
In the Grounds.
Proprietor.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 1. All past
records are laid by the board of the
Minnesota state fair which was form'
ally opened today on the grounds at
Hamline. During the past year many
improvements in the grounds and
buildings have been made, ie, most
OF
notable being the addition to the
grand stand and the new sheep pavil
ion. The live stock exhibit is the most
notable ever held in the northwest and
the other departments of the fair are
likewise well filled with cuoice ex ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS
hibits.
The School of Music offers full courses
"Now good digestion waits on appe- in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Ote, and health on both."
If it doesn't, try Burdock Blood BitBoard and rooms at the Dniverslty
Dormitory, at reasonable rates.
ters.

BOYS' SHIRTS, 50a, 65c, 75c.
1

SHOES,
CALF
REX
BOYS ONLY $1.50.

FOR

E. L. WASHBURN
6

THE

BLOCK'S HOTEL

THE

and $5.
Stetson Soft Hats and Derbys at $4
and $4.50.
Tiger Soft Hats and Derby at $3.
t
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PRIVATE FURNITURE SALE.

Fall term opens Thursday, Sept. 18,
at 10:30 a. m.

1902,

OF MRS JAMES GRUNSFELD. FURNFor further Information, address,
ITURE-CAN
BE INSPECTED AT
W. G. TIGHT, President,
8TORE ROOM OPPOSITE POSTOF-FICAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
FROM 9 TILL NOON AND 3
TO 6 P. M, BIG BARGAINS AS FUR- Old 'Phone
New 'Phone
NITURE-) MUST
BE SOLD THIS
152
59.
WEEK. ',
o
Household goods, at 524 East Coal

...SIMON STERN...
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
5K3SOSK)00OSK300000C

E. J. POST & CO
r

J

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTO 8H, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.

J. W. Edwards

avenue, for sale at private sale; also
piano. Lades Invited to call and inspect goods.'
o

o

Buckeye

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

Mowers

Trade with Mrs. Wilson.
a
'
Also Sell Monuments
Private Boarding.
100
N. Second
boarding
house,
Library
Office
and parlor
The
North Edith street, is now ready to
serve first class board at a reasonable
rate. It Is in charge of Mrs. Norman,
who has bought out Mrs. Whitney, and
Dealers In
she assures her patrons good home
cooking and careful attention.
Sheep, Wool, Hides,

I

m

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses

E. G. Garcia & Co

o

Racket Prices.
Children's shoes: 6 to 8, 80c, 85c,
90c, and $1.00 per pair; 8V4 to 12, 95c,
$1.00, $1.20, and $1.25 per pair; 12M to

Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
to 5Vi. $1.35 and
e
suits: 7 to 15
$1.75. Boys'
years, $1.85, $2.50, $3.50 and $4.00.
Three-piecDealer In
suits: 8 to 15 years, $3.00
and $3.75. Boys' kpee pants, 50c, 65c,
and 75c pair. Boys' waists, 25c, 35c,
and 50c each. Boys' percale shirts,
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
with 2 collars, 12 to 14. 50c each, at
the Racket, the money saving store of Repairing done promptly and by
Albuquerque.
skilled workmen.
325 South Second Street.
go
with
boys
around
Don't have your
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
holes in their clothing. Start them to
school with a new suit. A completely
MONEY TOLOAN
new assortment has Just been received.
Let us show them to you. Simon
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
On diamonds, watches or any good
security.
Great bargains In watches
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M.
of every description.
Mandeli's.
A. H. ihNOW,
o
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per 209 South Fecond street, few doors
north ot tcstofflea.
hundred, at the Citizen office.
2, $1.10, $1.35, $1.50.
Boys' shoes: 2 Mi
two-piec-

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

Pelts

S. MICHAEL

e

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

New Mexico
Normal University
--

At Las Vegas.

Opens September 2, J 902
A Training School for Teachers,
An Academic School for General Edu-

cation.
A Preparatory School for College.
An Ideal Kindergarten.
A Model Primary and Grammar

School.
School.
Classes in every grade from Kindergarten to College.
A Faculty cf Specialists.
Located in the Ideal Residence Town
of New Mexico.
A Model High

For information address

EDGAR L. HEWETT, President.
...

LADIES'

?

'

For Sale.
I will Bell at cost and below for cash
my entire stock of paiuts, oils, wall
paper, room and picture moldings, at
my place of bubiuess on South First
street. I intend to go out of business.
C. A. LAM I'M ANN.

Free Lunch.
Call at the Cabinet saloon about
. m. and get a hot free lunch.

10

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
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JUST 50c

"Queen Quality"

The Best Food Chopper Made,

),

1
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WISEST MEN buy their new
hata early. They have the
advantage of choosing while the
line is complete.
We are showing our new Fall
Styles of Derbys, Fedoras, Crushes,
and the popular Turban shapes undoubtedly more styles than have ever
been shown here at any one time.
Knox Soft Hats and Derbys at $3.50

Will Be
In Rome Today.
fice.
New York, Sept. 1. In Roman Cath- ollc circles In New York much Interest GENTLEMEN!
Call and examine our new fall samis manifested in the meeting In Rome
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
today of the congregation of the prop
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
aganda. Among the business to re

APPAREL

.

H

M M

Street

BOYS'

-

HATS!
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Is closing' out her hair dressing and
Switches, wigs
manicuring parlors.
and bangs, powders, creams and hair
Considered tonics all will be sold at a great sacri-

Important Matters

Stand

(two-piece-

HATS!

HATS!

CATHOLIC VACANCIES.

Fa-be- r,

vestment

His

Rutland. VI.. Sent. 1. President
Roosevelt resumed his tour of New
England this morning, reaching thlB
city about 12:35. He left Burlington
at 10 o.clock and stopped at Proctor
on the way to this place, where he was
driven through the town and made a
speech.

for the children is assured it tbe comestibles are purchased here. If there's
any high grode canned meat or fish we
have not on hand, we'd line to know
anything short of that we don't caie to
keep. A whole lot of things to please
grownups, as well. Staple and fancy
office, har.
groceries always in stock, without ator at the Journal-Democra- t
gone to the Colorado resorts for
question.
needed vacation of a few weeks.
Mrs. James A. Summers and her
daughters. Misses Maude and Ida, are
expected back from their visit to Chicago and Canada on September 10.
Mrs. Frank A. Sturges and son re
Nos. 118 and iil CoutTi Second SL
turned this morning from their sum
mer vacation spent at Santa Monica
and other resorts of southern Califor
Shoes m m
nia.
Mrs. Thomas McMillln and children
family of the city marshal, who have
Will
M M
been spending the summer at Santa
Some shoes are made to sell, hot to Monica, Cal., returned home this morn
wear. Our shoes are of good solid ing.
C. A. Hudson and wife, and Isaac
quality, the styles are np to date and
Cox and wife, four crack Bhots of the
our prices are as low as anyone can city, went dove hunting up
the river
possibly put on shoes that are fit to early Sunday morning. They killed
wear. All Oxfords at cost to close quite a number.
The boys' brass band will use a room
them out.
at the city building for practice pur
poses. This juvenile class of music
T. MUENSTERMAN,
lans expect to have themselves in good
203 Railroad Ave. Albuquerque, N. M playing trim by
fair time.
A. F. Rels, a prominent citizen and
merchant of Gallup, Is In the city for
pers are of selected satin calf, seams the day. He expects to transact busireinforced with rivets to prevent rip ness In Santa Fe tomorow, leaving toping, heavy oak tanned soles and back night for the territorial capital.
stays running from heel to top ot shoe;
Prof. L. G. Lenker and wife, who
13 to 2, 1.50; 3 to 5, $1.75. Try a pair have been spending the summer at
at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, their old home at Wellington. Kansas,
208 West Railroad avenue.
have returned to the city. Mr. Lenker
is principal of the Albuquerque high
colored
shirt
Ladles' waists and
waists at less than V price at The school.
Mrs. Id. J. Rummell, who closed up
Economist.
her boarding house and visited southSubscribe for The Citizen.
ern California, has returned to the
""Demlng" has a magnificent school city. The trip did her good, as sho
took on about forty more pounds ot
system.
flesh and is free from all rheumatic
New
Demlng, the coming city of
paths.
Mexico.
Thos. Hughes, member of the terriIteming water Is chemically pure
torial council from this county, has apequal to Polan Springs.
Demlng water and pure ozone make pointed Wm. E. Talbot a cadet at the
Roswell military institute. Will is an
strong and healthy people.
Albuquerque boy, born and reared in
color
preservallne
No tuberculosis
this city and will make a good record
milk.
Jersey
oring In Matthews'
at the territorial military school.
Demlng Is a great health resort-- has
Miss Heimbeck is combining the phycure
In
the
for
superior
climate
no
sical culture and deep breathing work
troubles.
of pulmonary
with her vocal instruction. The classes
Look Into Kleinwort's marke. on for physical culture are meeting MonNorth Third street. He has the nicest day and Wednesday evenings at 7:30.
fresh meats In the city.
Work in voice culture Is private or In
We are sole agents for Wheeler & classes of two as preferred. Studio,
Wiison sewing machines. Albert
Commercial club building.
305 Railroad avenue.
R. W. S. Negus reached the city last
Why buy high priced lots when you night from New York, and Joined here
can get them cheap In Demlng now, his wife, who has been the guest q
with certain advance assured?
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. O'Rlelly for the past
Agricultural lands In Demlng are un- few days. Mr. Negus is connected
surpassed for fertility, production of with the Mutual Life Insurance com pa
ny of New York, and accompanied by
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
We carry the largest variety of lin- his wife will leave In a few days for
oleums and oil cloths in this city. Phoenix, Arizona.
Supreme Deputy Henry Gates, of the
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Ancient Order ot United Workmen, la
in the city and will address the local
lodge tonight, in his official capacity.
Mr. Gates make his headquarters in
Tucson Arizona. He has Just come
from Lordsburg, where he organized a
chapter. After the lecture tonight, he
will leave for Flagstaff and other Arl
zena towns.
Tomorrow at Lacuna the Acoma In
dians will hold their great annua:
feast. On account of the recent rains
the Aromas are In great spirits and the
coining flcbta will be ot unusual magni
tude. Dances and racing will be the
features of the event. The Comanche
SCHOOL SUITS
dance which is to be given will be
$2.75 to $7.50.
something fierce. The participants oi
(three
this dance will be almost naked, only
SUITS
SCHOOL
a breach cloth being worn. Paint will
piece), $4.00 to $7.50.
be used lavishly.
SCHOOL
..SUITS .. (long
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. S., Dental Surpants), $6.00 to $12.00.
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
1 lock.
Hott 'phoues.
BOYS' "K. E." WAIST8.

1902

MADAME PHILIPPS..

MOVING AGAIN.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,

1

Fully Gurauteed

SHOES

'

Whitney
Golden Rule Dry Goods Go.

Has rsteel cutters Jand it
grinds meats, vegeta-table- s,
nuts etc. capacity
3-- 4
lbs. meat per minute.
Can be taken apart in
stantly for cleaning.

Company

'Phones: AuL 243; Bell, J5.
South First street.
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Albuquerque, N. iT.
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